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Hl'^RE are roses an' roses ki' nioiiv, ] ween.
An' ilka ane is tae somebody queen
O' a' blossoms the gude God makit.
There's the rich reid rose,— 'tis luve's ain floo'er
But hert's bluid it means tae a lassie dour,
Bv prood lover a' forsakit.
An' the wee white rose,
—
'tis unco' hraw
Wi' its faint, sweet breith, an' its hert o' snaw.
As pure as a bairn whae prays.
An' the gairden-rose wi' its leaves o' gowd—
It kens hoo the sunshine tae keep an' hand
When the rain fa's fast o' the braes.
But gin ye speir which a' luvc masel'
'Twill be nane o' these whose name a' 11 tell
—
'Tis the bonnie wild-rose o' the heather.
Its petals are tintit wi' dawn o' dav.
An' pearl frae the sea-shell an' gowd o' Mav,
It hands i' its hcrt thegither.
It has mony a thorn, an' they pierce ye sair,
But 'een whiles ye're scratchit, ye lang the mair
For the blossoms sae rare and daintv.
There are lassies an' lassies fu' monv, 1 ween,
An' ilka ane is tae somebody (.]uccn
()' a' lassies the warld ca's fair.
There are dark and licht, wi' blue een an' broon.
An' tu' sonsie in homespun or silken goon.
But there's ane whae's a hantle mair.
Her cheeks arc the tint o' the brier-rose
An' her hame bv the burn whaur the sweet-brier grows,
Wi the moss an' bracken thegither.
She, too, hes thorns,— whiles thev pierce me sair.
But e'en gin a'm scratchit, a' luvc the mair
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INETEEN Hundred and Three her
hook, and Nineteen Hundred and
Three her bow !
(J[^ As most of us know to our sorrow,
the phrase "it is customary" has
extraordinary weight at Wellesley.
As earnest young things we have had
our youthtul hopes nipped in the bud, and the darling
schemes of our hearts killed in their infancy, by the state-
ment from which appeal is impossible: "There is no
precedent for such a procedure!"
(^ And so we have followed the gigantic custom in this
matter ot LEGENDA-making. Our predecessors have always
created a more or less arbitrary central hitching-post to
which the undifferentiated particles emanating from their
brains were painstakingly attached. The originator of this
custom, on careful research, is found to be that sage who
said: "Hitch your wagon to a star." And accordingly we
have endeavored thus to attach our little wagonette.
(J[^ If the ropes and other tackle we have used for this
linking are all too large for their purpose, or slack by
reason of undue length, we cry your compassion, not your
jeers. It is ditficidt hrmly to grasp even a fixed star. Try
it, yourself!
v r i) n 1 i s 1> i f (. f .
Title- p a g e ...... •
1) F u I e A T I o N
Poem.
b o a r d c) f p u b l i c a t i c) n
Preface
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Book II — Pocket Encyclopedia .
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Book V — B i o t; r a p h i c a l Dictionary
B o o K \M — Statistics.
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^ND 50 AKE YOV,
NINETEEN THREE
THE WELLESLEIAD
OP^ HOOKS I sing and ol women, who, hrst from their native hamletsDriven by love of work and an ardent passion for study.
Chose for their Alma Mater the College Beautiful Welfesley.
Thither they came, and remained four'years as studious scholarsWeaned m body and mind on account of the work put upon them
By all the Faculty clever, but most of all for the reason
Of the perpetual grudge of the cruel goddess of English.
Much they suffered also by reason of games and of contests
While they were getting their knowledge to bear their degrees from Wellesley.
Tell me, O Muse, the causes, in what great aim disappointed,
Or bearing what grudge against them the pittiless goddess of' English
Hurls to such signal disaster so many unfortunate maidens?
Dwelleth in minds wliich deal with Poesy, wrath so persistent?
Wrath which, after three years' insistence on themes and on theses,
Drove, in undue haste, some Nineteen-Three Seniors of Wellesley
Into the unknown presence of the Spirit of the Le(;exoa.
Royally, like a queen, even Dido she waited their coming.
Yet she received them kindly with words of mellifluous s'xveetness.
" Somewhat in years gone by, have I heard of Nineteen Three's prowess,Now would I gladly hear it once more from the lips of her members."
She spoke, and in turn they related the story of Nineteen Three Wellesley.
Awful it is to recall the memories of when we were Freshmen:
Greener we were than the grass that grows on the meadows of Wellesley;
Fresh as the flowing waters of the Charles in its sinuous basin.
Yet if you really desire to know our misfortunes and pleasures,
Briefly to hear related the tale of these Trojans of Welleslev,
We will commence. The heavens were grey, and leaden wit'h rainclouds
When Nineteen Three entered Wellesley, a 'class of sorrowful Freshmen.
Blue were the skies and fair when we went to our first reception.
Gladsome our hearts were made by the Christian Association
:
Gladsome our hearts continued, radiant with hopes of the future,
Till on the morning we flunked in the classroom of mathematics,'
Or got back our "First Impre.ssions" from the hands of the goddess of English.
Yet is the heart of a Freshman a thing of India rubber.
Easily snaps into place, and seldom, if ever, is broken.
'
After a day or two, gone were the fears and the tremblings
Put on the shelf till Mid-years— while the Trojans attended to pleasure.
First of all, in October, came tlie Inauguration,
lb THE LEGKNDA
When our beloved ruler, the President of the College,
Took from the hands of the Flounder the College keys and tlie charter.
Not much later than this occurred the Sophomore german,
When we were given favors and danced and danced all the evening.
Thus we went on our course, balancing work with amusement,
Till the revolving months brought around the season of Mid-years.
Not as yet had we chosen a leader to marshal our forces;
Scattered we were and unformed, and lacking in vigorous purpose;
So in the season of Mid-years we secretly gathered together.
Chose to marshal our forces a president trusty and loyal.
Highly approved by the Powers that be and loved by her people.
Now did we work with a will, with zeal and class spirit o'erfiowing,
Making our plans for Tree-day, for cheer, for color and motto.
" Haud ye leal " is our motto; our colors the rose and the crimson.
Alas! our musical cheer most resembles the famous Narcissus.
Dying of too great beauty, only the memory lingers.
Even echo, constantly pining, is lost and silenced forever.
Yet can we never forget the fame of our dancers that Tree-day,
How the rose-garlanded maidens moved in and out o'er the meadow,
While from among their number, two, light as the breath of the roses.
Glided with sinuous grace and danced before the assembly.
Now when springtime was come and the season of out-door athletics,
Oft in the fields we sported, at golf or at basketball playing.
Meeting many adventures and fighting perilous battles.
Once we were out on the playground throwing the ball to our neighbors.
When we descried, coming toward us, the dreaded Cyclops of Welleslev.
Monsters, the class of one I, and that I prominent ever.
" Wellesley Nineteen Two ! " .sounded their warcry over the meadows.
Swift they descended upon us, bearing aloft on their shoulders
A cup, and " Win it! " they cried; "come, win the championship from us! "
Straight we accepted the challenge, and fought with the flower of our forces.
Bravely we struggled, like Trojans, yet all in vain was the struggle;
Still was the championship in the hands of the single-eyed Cyclops.
Naught could we do that spring, only work and wait for the future.
Thus passed a year of our course, and we, with September retui'ning,
Entered our Sophomore rank, an older class and a wiser.
This was the year when first the class of Nineteen Three Wellesley
Proudly claimed as a member the President of the College.
This was a year of wonders, of outbreaks and revolutions.
Many the mass meetings held in College Hall Chapel till sundown;
Many the speeches excited that told of wrongs and oppressions,
Promising liberty free if Student Government conquered.
Hard the committee woiked preparing the way before us,
Framing a new code of laws and pa.ssing new resolutions.
Then was a covenant passed ])etween the Powers and the People,
(iiving the People the right to govern themselves in the future.
Loud were the cheers that hailed these articles of agreement;
Bravely the College took up the work of self-government novel.
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This was also the year when entered a strange race of beings:
Trojans never were they, but tlie Harpies that preyed on the Trojans.
No matter what we attempted, there were they to disturb us.
Heads had they like a common bird that swims in the water.
Body and form like a girl. Their quack was " Nineteen Four Scrogal,"
First heard on their Tree-day, the day after that eventful occasion
When that mysterious robe designed for the chief of the Harpies
Came to the power of the Trojans. Say, was it guile or compulsion
Wrenched from the Harpies bold this precious, pricele.ss possession ?
Neither; 'twas Chance, blind Chance. Unstained were the hands of the Trojans.
And further, O Muse, relate whojirs/ to Pallas Athene
Went and with hands uplifted be.sougiu that the dress be retiuned them.
WMio but the Harpies? Nor did their Patron goddess refuse them.
Promise was made by the Trojans that the robe should go back before morning,
Yet this was not sufficient for the greedy soul of the Harpies,
Scorning all honor and fairness, scorning the promises made them.
Straightway, with keys in their talons, they swooped (alas, fickle Fortune!)
Down on the room of our leader and stole the spade from the closet.
T/ii^t did Nineteen Three Wellesley assuredly seek out the godde.ss
;
T/ie/i, indeed, did she swear that never the garment should leave them
Till in the hands of the Trojans the spade was safely reposing.
Nor could the keeper of Justice and Concord withstand this petition.
Once more she promised, and with her promised the class of the Harpies.
What is a conscience? Where dwells it, if not among the Immortals?
Or was it not in {he powe'r of the goddess the spade to surrender?
Certain it is that when evening came and the time of appointment,
Naught did the promise of goddess or Harpy avail. In their stronghold
Still the spade was reposing. Now truly did Nineteen Three Wellesley
Peal forth her far-sounding warcry and gather her heroes together.
All through the night we struggled the stolen spade to recover,
While, with restraining hand, in our midst moved the Pallas Athene.
Now this hero caught by her foot; now that one sent to her chamber.
A.nd as in ancient times the gods entered into the contest,
Aiding now Greek, now Trojan, so eagerly watched the Immortals
Whether the Fates would give to our side or the other the victorv.
Long raged the battle and fierce, but fortune lav with the Trojans,
Till when the rosy dawn, the morning of Tree-clay appeared.
Few of their cherished secrets remained to the class of the Harpies.
Yet had we also suffered and both sides were weary of striving.
Thus all the morning was spent in scheme upon scheme of surrender.
Till after hours of debate we agreed on the following treaty.
Worthy it was of the Trojans. That noon in College Hall Center
Alone stood our leader surrounded by scores and dozens of Harpies;
Alone received from their hands the spade and returned them the costume.
Then she marched quietlv back to her room, and the insolent Harpies
Watched her with shnme on their faces.
The prophecy we delivered.
' Beware! The tables will turn." But scorn was their only answer.
i8 r H K LEGEN DA
Swiltly revolved tlie year on its hinijjes of golden moments,
Bearing as ever along toward the goal for which we are striving,
Mailing us Juniors, and now must come the awful decision
Whether to steer our course tlirough the rocks of Charybdis or Scvlla.
Roth we cannot avoid, as in ancient times did the Trojans.
She who fails not on the slippery rocks of F^orensics must founder
Against the jagged, sharp-cutting edges of pitiless Scylla.
Hard indeed was the struggle, and sore were we wounded, yet bravely
Reached we the farther shore, the blessedest haven in College.
Proudly we bore in our hands the trophies secured from Charybdis'
Perilous ledges, or dug from the bristling caverns of Scylla.
These we proceeded to l:)urn in accordance with time-honored custom
Tlie eve before Tree-day. And tirst we chose a forest secluded.
Down wliere the waters, gurgling, flow in a smooth sliding hollow.
Where by a giant tree in the midst of shadv recesses
The funeral pyre was erected. .And thither, ghostly and silent,
Shrouded in white, and bearing aloft a glimmering candle.
Late in the hours of the evening gathered the .solemn procession.
Slowly into the fire we cast the battle-stained trophies.
Groaning aloud, and murmuring doleful dirges of Latin.
Swiftly the lurid frames shot up to the inky black heavens.
Till, at our feet, naught remained but ashes, gray as the morning.
SilenUy one by one in the deepening gloom of the evening.
Softly we turned away, and were lost in the shades of the forests.
Thus on the tifth of June the Trojans l)urnc(l their Forensics,
Nor were their solemn rites disturbed bv the hovering Harpies,
Whether because of morals, of ignorance, fear, or compulsion.
Po.ssibly had they not yet the occurrence of Field-dav forgotten.
How with the gallant Trojans they strove in a basketball contest,
Trying which should become the ba.sketball ( hampions of Wellesley.
Possibly had they not yet forgotten how they wt re beaten :
Considered the tables alieady turned nor wished them turned yet farther.
So through our Junior year we Trojans won glorv and honor,
Growing in knowledge, anfl giowing nearer and nearer the Seniors.
'Twas one misty evening in June, and we sat sinking together,
Out on the chapel steps. As usual was Nineteen 'I'wo sitting
Above on the highest stone, and directly below her, the Juniors.
P'inally came the hour when the Seniors their seats must relinquish.
Then with one movement uprose the class of Ninteen Three Welleslev,
While adown either side, in single file marched the Seniors,
Singing a parting song for the spot they were leaving forever.
A raindrop fell from the sky. In a body the Juniors marched slowly
Up to the highest ste]). W'e had taken the place of the Seni' rs.
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Thev sang. And thus ended the tale of die class of Nineteen Three Wellcsley ;
Knded the tale, not the course, for a year still lies before them —
Saddest of years, yet the best, a year of cares and of honors.
(Horiously may the Trojans attain the goal set before them
;
Fearlessly may they look forward into the opening future,
True to all their ideals, true to their class and their motto,
Loving their Alma Mater, the College Beautiful Wellesley.
ON MY PENURY
WHEN I consider how my cash is spent
Ere half my days in this long month and wide.
And that account book which I dare not hide
Lodged with me useless, tho' my soul more bent
To balance up its entries, and present
My true account, lest papa seeing chide :
Oh, when will my next month's allowance come ? "
I fondly ask : but sad experience
Beats down my hope, and cries : " To keep from debt
Either you work, or don't get into debt ! Who most
Go off on bats, they get broke first : your state
Is merited ; most hoard their income small
And spend so wisely that no cent is lost :
But ve who scjuander can but mourn, too late ! "
THE CRAVEN
YESTER evening, bleak and dreary, while 1 pondered, tired and weary,
( )ver many a dull and stupid volume of scholastic lore.
While I studied, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
And 1 heard a genUe rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
Tis the borrower," I muttered, "tapping at my chamber door,
1 will give her nothing more.
For distinctly 1 remember she has borrowed since September,
Borrowed from each patient member who has lived upon this floor.
1 am weary of this lending : I am tired of always sending
?\)r provisions, and of wending my way down to Shaltuck's store.
I will lend, no, nevermore."
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Then I rose up from my Lelinstulil, that I mi^ht perform the painful
Task of telling, and of dwelling on the fact I'd lend no more.
But she looked up with such pleading, and said she, " Tm greatly needing
Alcohol to make creamed chicken, ere of hunger 1 do sicken.
Give it me, I do emplore."
Spoke 1 then in accents chilling, all my frame with anger thrilling,
" You have fed upon my food-stuff : alcohol you've had galore
;
You continuallv are preying, though vou never think of paying.
Take your foot from off my threshold ; take your form from out my door,
And return ve ne\ermore."
THE YOUNG MAY MOON
THE voung May moon is beaming, love.
The electric bulb is gleaming, love:
How sad to rove
Through Learning's grove.
While the drowsy world is dreaming, love.
Then awake!— the alarm peals in minht, my dear !
The bed's very warm — Vou arc light, my dear!
But the best of all ways
To lengthen our days
Is to steal a few houi's from the night, mv dear!
Now all the world is sleeping, love.
But vour work before vou is heaping, love,
.And pen and ink,
To make you shrink.
Are on your desklid keeping, love.
Then awake!— till rise of sun, mv dear,
The sage's course we'll run. mv dear.
Lest, from cutting the class.
Or flunking— alas!
Little notes from the oftice should come, my dear!
is for .Adams, "T) is for Baird,
Angelic and mild ; X^ Who once said " I cared
-She's been from youth ui)ward .So much for that Credit
A lovable chilcl. I reallv felt scared ! '"
Admirable Adams ! Brilliant Baird
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FUDGE PHILOSOPHY
UI'ON my neii;hb<)r's close-shut door
Is pinned die placard " Sleeping,"
And through the crack in wall and Hoor
A ru(lu,\ smell is creeping.
I am not sad that she makes fudge ;
She may if she will risk it,
And 1 will' munch without a grudge,
Mv drv Tni'L-da biscuit.
I envv not mv neighl)or"s work ;
To me it nowise matters,
When, to the tloor with sounding jerk.
Her whole fudge-basin clatters.
I too am fond of sweets, but still
I munch without resentment.
That she will make herself quite ill,
I feel a strong present'ment.
Let other people, swift to run.
At hint of cooking's savors.
Extol my neighbor's fudge and fun,
Her friskings and her flavors.
1 care not. Still for me my box
Is tilled with wholesome crackers,
1 need not fasten all my locks
To keep out would-be smackers.
For me no indigestion's ills.
To follow on the morrow :
No scurryings and grocer's bills
To pay back what 1 borrow.
And see, how snug and calm am 1
!
I crunch my frugal diet,
And read a pleasant book, and lie
In happiness and quiet.
But hark ! I hear my neighbor groan—
The fudge, it has boiled over,
While I lie chuckling here, and own
That surely I'm in clover.
Poor neighbor! Though you may like fudge,
A rug of sticky sweetness
Will make you wish a change, I judge,
To crackers and to neatness.
Not chocolate, nor sugar neat.
Nor even luscious butter,
Can tempt me with allurements sweet.
To stir up such a clutter.
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You soon will be a sight, I wot
;
And then there are the dishes.
And ten to one the fudge will not
Be fit to feed to fishes.
Let Freshmen luss and boil and muss,
Let Sophomores stew and simmer,
1 hold that, for the wise like us,
The prudent course is immer :
To keep some crackers fresh and new,
To cook in no condition,
And that a pot of jam or two
Ma\' l)ound a maid's ambition.
Then, neighbor, go thy way in peace,
And make thy sticky messes,
And I will lie and take mine ease,
And envy not your fresses. '
I am not sad that you make fudge,
You may if you will risk it.
Still will 1 munch without a grudge




^IS at the Welle.sley station Monday night,
J|_ The Boston train in sight :
From inattentive drowse
Th' ambitious cabmen rouse
And rubber with their might.
The passengers step off— all men
Save one, a college girl for campus bound,
(She'd hoped a carriage might be found
!
)
Ah, joy ! Here's Doonan at her side
;
Alert he shoves the rest aside.
Her baggage grabs, puts her inside.
And collegeward doth tear.
None but the brave,
None but the brave,
None but the brave deserves the fare!
Chokl's :
Happy, happy, hai)py pair 1
None but the brave,
None but the brave,
None but the brave deserves the fare !
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MY RIVAL
ICO to matliematic-s, (ireek,
What protit is in these?
I sit affrighted in my chair,
And strive to look at ease.
The admiration due to me,
They cast before her shrine,
And that's because she dares speak up,
While I'm afraid to shine.
I can't control my stammering tongue,
Although I'm crammed with knowledge
I feel so bashful and so young,
In this great blustering college.
But she can smile a knowing smile,
And answer every time,
And that's because she dares speak up,
Wliiie I'm afraid to shine.
I wish I had her constant cheek !
I wish that I could bluff".
And make wi.se comments and remarks,
And say all sorts of stuff.
But then alas! I'm very shy,
And bluffing's not my line,
And worst of all, she dares speak up,
While I'm afraid to shine.
The teachers come, the teachers go.
Each stately, learned, wise.
She makes such very bright remarks,
It takes them by surprise.
They always look straight at lier seat,
They never look at mine.
And that's because she dares speak up,
Willie I'm afraid to shine.
She walks with all the Faculty
;
They think her witty, clever.
I trot the corridors alone ;
They don't speak to me, ever.
They never notice me at all.
And vainly I repine
To see they think I am so dull.
Would that / dared to shine.
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The time of Reckoning must come,
And end her bkiffing days,
She can't go on forever so,
And always get such praise.
One ray of priceless hope 1 see.
Before these eyes of mine,
Examinations are at liand,





Hard is mv lot I
Anxious my brain, yet a blank all the same,
Cram uninspired with the scholarly flame.
What is yon lake to me? What is the flower?
/work with a tutor — a dollar per hour.
Come then, O Cleverness, come to this cram.
Commencement is near— I j>nist pass that exam !
1 've got the permission—
I '11 be happy enough
When this three-hour condition
1 s passed — is off—
Is off!
Bis for Brown,
Who won't need to die.
For she has her own heaven
In her own special " Sky " !
Blissful Brown !
Cis for Coale,
With her family tree;
She claims men for kindred.





To go up in smoke
Will, I fear, be her end.
Demure Dobbin
!
E is for Emmons,Athletically bred;
If she wins much more honor.




WHAT makes the Freshman's heart to quake? what makes her feel so green?
It isn't Freshman Bible, nor yet is it Hygiene;
But it's everlasting treading in the everlasting path
Wherein so many slip and fall ; the name of it is Math.
O the math, O the math, O the foolish, mulish math.
With its stupid lines and angles and its intersecting planes,
It has spoiled my sweet good-nature, it has worn me to a lath.
Has caused me many bitter tears, and used up all m\ l)rains.
What makes the Freshman work so hard when Mids are on the way.
And poor, despairing students are turning night to day?
It isn't studying English, nor cramming Hebrew kings—
It's puzzling o'er equations, determinants and things.
O the math, O the math, O the silly, pilly math.
With its old, converging series, and derivatives elusive;
It plunges me in blank despair, it rouses me to wrath—
That it will be the death of me I hold as quite conclusive.
In Hygiene I can see some sense, and Greek is not so dreadful,
And of Bible and of English I am sure I 've got my head full.
But the Freshman Mathematics, when all is said and done,
It's a nightmare and a fever and a headache rolled in one.
the math, O the math, O the puddling, muddling math.
With its tangents and its secants, and its logs and sines and sich.
1 sadly fear again next year I must tread the self-same path,




A very cute infant,




Who once said " I ween
Without my dear Annis





For shortness called I'olly :





Who once said, ' You can
Enjoy a good concert
If you have a nice man ! "
Homogeneous Hall !
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RUBAIYAT OF ENGLISH 6
WAKE, for tlie theme you should have wrote last ni>;lil
Lies all Unfinished on your desk, in sight;
Rouses a sickening fear within your Breast and strikes
Your trembling heartstrings with a shaft of Fright.
Last night, alas! is gone with wasted hours!
Why did I not then concentrate my Powers
!
Oh ! grant that I may get it done ere Nine,
And take it where the English Cabinet lowers.
Come, dip your pen and haste the Ink to fling,
And all your energies upon the paper bring
;
The Bird of Time has but a little way
To flutter, and tlie Bird is on the Wing.
Whether half Through or only just l)egun.
Whether your pen oi- swift or slowly run,
The Wine of Time keeps Oozing drop by drop ;
The leaves of life keep falling one by one.
Each morn a nice, hot Breakfast brings, you say ;
Yes, but my theme won't let me get away ;
I hear the cheerful clattering of forks.
But I must go an-hungered half the day.
.Some that their themes be read in Class, and some
Sigh for the flattering Scarlet ink to come ;
I care not whether mine be good or bad,
My only longing is to get it Done.
Haste, my Beloved, fill the pages here.
And cease your vain Regret and futile tear.
Tomorrow ! Why, tomorrow you will be
Once more free from this weekly English fear.
But when the Angel of the lirilliant ink
Shall meet you in the room where all hearts sink,
And, offering her View, invite you to
Defend your own, My, how you '11 shrink !
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THE LOST FACULTY
I
WAS seated one day at the or.oan,
I was weary and ill at ease,
1 had played that same old prelude
In seven different keys.
The students had filled up the chapel,
'Twas long ago time to begin,
But the leader expected that morning
Had not yet api)eared on the scene.
I started the " March of the Magi,"
(The girls must l)e entertained)
And, maligning the absent Professor,
A dreamy indifference feigned.
The choir appeared at the north door,
Alas ! must our chapel today
Go on wUhont that Professor
Who is lost— or at least gone astray.?
I do not know what I was playing.
But 1 know I was pretty near floored.
Toward the Faculty section appealing,
I gazed— they looked equally bored.
At last one observing instructor
Comprehended my questioning frown
And chased from her seat to the platform,
{'Twas lucky she'd worn her black gown!)
I heaved a sigh as the choir-girls.
With their usual rhythmicgait.
Marched up the aisle— rather briskly.
But 'twas long after half-past eight.
It may be that out on the campus"
I shall see that Professor again :
It may be that only in heaven
I shall know where she hid herself then.
ir Jenkins,
Quite often seen poling;I
is for Idiots, j
Try as you please, I
You can't fnil \i\ see one "^
nauy of these
!
Innumerable Idiots! ' jejune'jenkins
!
a to , ' ]iut oftener her eyes
I here are so man
! Are with fine frenzy rollin.-
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THE TEACHER^S MASTERPIECE
Or, THE WONDERFUL CLASS IN DEBATES
A I. () (i I ( A 1. S T () R Y
YOU have heard of the Welle.sley-X'assar debate?
Delivered at such a logical rate
That Wellesley's bosom with pride did inflate
Till, all of a sudden,' the Provost— but wait,
Such an ending, of course, was due wholly to Fate.
I'll tell you what's going to happen next year,
There won't be the slightest possible fear,
When the \"assar debaters next appear
In Wellesley, in Massachusetts state.
Year of nineteen hundred and two.
Student government then was new,
And other experiments not a few :
That was the year when in Wellesley town
The \'assar debaters won such renown
And the Wellesley speakers, though /!o/ done brown.
Yet lost the desired laurel crown.
'Twas April when to Wellesley's disgrace.
Our tirst intercollegiate debate took place.
Now in training debaters. I tell you what,
There is always some wliere a weakest spot,
—
In evidence, form, or delivery.
In voice, or gesture, or manner free,
In diction, or logic — somewhere you see
Such a rock of offense there must always be.
Above or below, or without or within.
And that's the reason, I bet a pin.
Why debaters are beaten and do not win.
But the teacher declared, (as Teachers will
With an " It is a plan which I mean to fulfil "
)
She would train a team in English Fifteen
That would beat any college that ever was seen,
" For," says the teacher, " 'tis very plain
That the weakest point must bear the strain.
And the only way to avoid this bane,
It must be confessed,
Is to make that point as strong as the rest."
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So she's going to instruct lier class how to poke
Into written papers, but not into folic
For facts that cannot be "bent nor broke,"
—
To make their delivery clear and strong.
They must practise late and practise long.
Their form to improve, they must read up Hoar,
Lincoln and Webster and clozens more.
She'll put a stop to the " a-a " and " er-r ",
Split intinitives shall not occur
;
Logic they'll certainly learn from iier,
( For isn't it logic, I'd like to know,
To have a team where no weak points show.'')
Rebuttals will fly from between their lips,
And their siiarp points strike like liglUning c-li])s;
Argument, valid through and through,
VMgour, persuasion, and eloquence, too,
Style of the finest, brightest and true
;
How will she teach them thus to soar?
Why, she'll make them give twenty debates or more,
And certainly speak once a day from the floor
—
That is the way she will " put them through."
" I think," says the teacher, " then they'll do."
Do ! I tell you, I rather guess
'Twill be a wonder, nothing less!
Vassar will shudder, and Smith will flee.
And Wellesley will jump up and down in glee. «
Fear and depression — Where will they be?
For no such defeat will come our wav
As happened in Nineteen Two, one day.
When nineteen hundred and three comes around
'Twill find the debaters strong and sound.
By the time that Mid-years are here again
" Splendid speakers," they '11 call them then.
The days go by; they work with a will.
Practising longer,— longer still.
March and April are flying fast
And the month of the contest comes round at last.
V^ery few of us mortals here
Could wake on the morn of such contests, I fear.
Without both feeling and looking queer.
In fact, there is nothing makes one so pale
As the thought that perhaps the debate will fail.
(This is universallv ti'ue, I ween;
At least, it's true in English Fifteen.)
The day of the Intercollegiate debate
They may tremble a little concerning their fate,
—
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Just a general feeling of shakincss,
But nothing specific that one could express.
There couldn't be —-for the teachers' art
Will make them so like in every part
That there won't be a chance for one to start,
For their form will be just as strong as their facts,
And their voice and delivery nothing lax
;
The introduction as strong as the main,
'l"he rebuttal just as strong as the twain
;
The manner as strong as is the address
And the eloquence nothing more nor less.
Tliough as to the fate of the ivlwle, no doubt
It will take the contest to find that out.
But this is sure. If they fail, that day,
They will fail like the Deacon's one-hoss shay,
End like the wonderful one-hoss shay.
" Logic is logic. That's all I say."
K is for Knodel,From her cla.ss rudely snatched :
She plays on our team,
And we're glad she was catched.
Kidnapped Knodel
!
o is tor Olive,The kid of the class :
Though she always gets Credit,
She vows she'll not pass.
Odd Olive!
L is for Landis,Of i^rowcss athletic
;
In all feats of strength
She is most energetic.
Laborious Landis I
)'s for the Pages,
Don't mix them— beware!
Remember the longest-named
Has the most hair.
Perplexing Pages \
M is for Miller,'•Which Miller?" you pray:
I really don't know,
So I really can't say.
'Multitudinous Milk
Q 's for the Queers—Thev help fill up space ;
They all have good hearts.
And a smile on the face.
Qui.xotic Queers !
N is for Neuhauser,Whose neighbors all say
That it's worth half a dollar
To hear Bijou bray !
Noisv Neuhauser
R is for Roberts,Chief Barnswallow she
;





Who makes Lit a major;
At chinning the Faculty
She's a noted old stager.
Scintillating Schopperle
V
V 's for \'an Wagenen :For several years
She's had the same roommate—
They've lived like two dears.
X'irtuous Van Wagenen!
is for Steiner.
In appearance (juite grand.
Hut yet with a Smile
That is childlike and bland.
Sniilin"' Steiner
w 's for Whitnev,To hlame for this tome :
There's marvellous wit
'Neath her pompadour comt).
Wittv Whitnev
T is for Turney,From Old Kentuck she :
When all dressed in blue
She's as sweet as honey.
Tender-eved Turnev
!
Y is for WiseWho is awfully nice ;
On the basketball field
She cuts great chunks of ice.
Yell-yapping Wise
!
u is for YouWho are reading this book—
Just think, if you'd written it
How //iiiLh worse 'twould look !
Umbrageous U
z is for Zoe,Who hung out the winder
Until her fair skin




E N C Y C L
() P E I) I A
A HANDY REFERENCE BOOK
BEING A HETEROGENOUS CONGLOM
ERATION OF UNDIFFERENTIAl'ED
PARTICLES OF INFORMA'FION FOR
THE FAMILY, THE SCHOOL AND
THE NURSERY .•; ;; ;; ;.•
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POCKET ENCYCLOPEDIA
ACADEMIC COUNCIL A name very classic and ancient. Calculated to inspire
awe in small children.
BATHROBE A simple but et¥ective little garment, very popular at Welle.sley. If
worn with neat worsted slippers, it makes a tasteful evening costume.
It is suitable for all social functions, afternoon calls, fudge and card parties, etc. It
is hard to distinguish between the bathrobe and the Senior gown, the latter being
sometimes sul)stituted for the former, Init with practice the difficulty mav be overcome.
BIRDS The following are a few rare birds which may now be observed in
Welleslev
:
1. FiTCHis Helensis— This beautiful bird, like the meadow lark, reveals un-
looked-for charms and graces upon close observation, though at tirst glance one would
class her with the wrens. Fitchis is a noteworthy musician, Ijut, being a shy bird,
may best l)e heard among the Allston lindens : she is, however, common about Welles-
ley, especially in Wilder places during the winter months. Her flight is very charac-
teristic, and of her, as of Shelley's skylark, we may say, '• Thou dost float and run."
2. H.)Lr,RO()KiA Flokkxsis (common name Redpoll)— Crown a rich, reddish
l)rown : cheeks and forehead light, mottled with rather small brown spots: plumage
inconspicuous : beak and feet small and pale. Hird about two-thirds the size of a
robin. This attractive little creature is by no means a timid or an uncommon bird in
Wellesley. It arrives late in Septeml)er and leaves in June, being most active in
1903 class elections.
3. Hoi. 11. V C.\KKiA I AMii.i.vKis \'er.\1()NT.a^ — CrowH tla.xen, with a tinge of
clear yellow: cheeks cream white, obscurely mottled: winter plumage usuallv brown
with black and white markings : wings inconspicuous
; feet small and slender. Hird
little more than half the size of a sparrow. This charming little bird is common
around Wellesley from September to June, and is characterized by its restless, flitting
movements. Its song consists of a fc7i< sweet and musical notes that " would be
monotonous were it not for their wonderful cheerfulness, energy and animation.''
Minot.
BOARD There are many kinds of Boards : Christian A.ssociation Boards, Maga-
zine Boards, Le(;eni).v Boards and Boards of Trustees. It is not nice to
be a Board. Boards are very hard, and are made to be walked over. When one is
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a part of a Board, one is likely to l)ecome wholly bored. This is a sad and unpleas-
ant state. We wish Hoardom could be abolished.
BOSTON (From the words '• boss" and " town," derived from the opinion of Welles-
ley girls.)
1. Small suburban town.
2. Centre of an immense spider's web, comprising the heavens above, and the
earth beneath, and the waters under the earth, wherein dwells a deadly spider lying
in wait for disobedient maidens who attend the theatre without a chaperon, or who
go to town on Sunday.
CANOE A slender, graceful vehicle for the conveyance of one stalwart young man
and one dainty Wellesle\ maid. In the golden afternoons of sunny June
these pretty litde boats are dotted thickly over the waters at Riverside, and present a
pleasing sight.
CHAPERON (Derivatit)n uncertain. Some think it was corrupted from " chap




2. An indispensable part of a ball game (obsolete).
CHEERS Nice, ladylike little tunes emitted frequently by classes in moments of
enthusiasm, which even the most sedulously fostered gentility cannot
always repress.
"Cheers— do we lack cheers—Trafalgar?"
CLASSES 1902 — " De mortuis nihil nisi bonum."
1904— We have gathered the following valuable statistics concerning
1904: Circumference of head with pompadom-, thirty inches.
Circumference of pompadour without head, thirty inches.
Size of head: No figures obtainalile.
Contents of head: Inconsiderable (see Dean's Report).
Disposition: Meddlesome.
Object of religious worshij) : Themselves.
Favorite study: Upper class politics.
Favorite expre.ssion : Scrogal (see an — er— Gallic Dictionary).
Favorite occupation :
l-'rcsJiiium }'car— Dramatizing novels.
SopJioiiiore Year— Wearing cap and bells.
Junior Year— Making vain efforts to become worthy succe.s.sors to 1903.
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Future occupation: Immediately on graduatini; tliey will repair to Washington
to aid the nation's new President in setting the wheels of government going. {Con-
gressional Record and other Washington papers please cop\-.)
Self estimate : See Pharisee's prayer.
1903's estimate: Edition e.vpurgated.
Favorite tune: Orange and Black.
CRUSH A di-sease prevalent at Wellesley, especially among the lower orders.
Symptoms somewhat the same as those for a violent fever: Flushed face,
excited breathing, rapid, irregular pulse and an uncontrollable tendency to falter and
look sheepish. In its most advanced stages the disease takes the form of Huyler's
and violets. When the disease has reached this state it has become dangerous, and
should be checked by cold applications, as a warm atmosphere tends to foster it to an
alarming e.xtent.
DEBATES The following conveys a good idea of the splendid work in argumenta-
tion being done at Wellesley :
Question : Resok'ed, That the importation of men to Wellesley should be
encouraged. Main speaker for the negative, Miss Nulla Blank.
Madam Chairman, members of English A'K-
Before I begin what I have to say this afternoon, there is-er one thing I wi.sh
to say in rebuttal of the other side. To begin with, there has been a misunderstand-
ing of the subject, which is not, as the affirmative seem to consider '• Should men be
encouraged at Wellesley ? " but, " Should the importation of men be encouraged at
Wellesley ? "
Now the chief argument the atiirmative have to offer seems to be that of " the
greatest good to the greatest number." They claim that a college without men is
like an apple-pie without cinnamon. Now we affirm that they have an exaggerated
idea of the value of men, and we beg to state that we have as authority for our state-
ment the professor of psychology, whose knowledge of the subject is unquestioned.
I may confess that when I began to invesdgate this subject, I, too, was inclined
to agree with the affirmative, but I find, after a careful study of the habits of the
genus homo. Harvard species, that it is an animal, the importation of which could
only prove injurious physically, 7nentally and morally.
Now 1 ask you to lay aside all prejudice, in considering this subject this after-
noon, and to look at it in a perfectly impartial way, and I hope to prove to you the
truth of this statement-er-r-this afternoon.
In the first place, the importation of men would prove injurious physically—
first, because it would tend to destroy the present system of early retiring, which, as
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is well known, is conducive to clear complexions and i^eneral good liealth, and
second, l)ecai.ise it would tend to decrease the jjresent non-prevalence of candv-eating,
to which, according to the instructor in Hvgiene, tiie present general good health of
W'elleslev students is due.
Then, in j^roof of the fact that the importation ol men would l)e mentallv inJLi-
lious, I ma\ state one of the principles of Miss Calkins' psychology familiar to
us all. that perfect attention to one thing results in inattention to everything else.
'Tiie application. I think, is clear.
Now, in the same way, we ma\ pro\e the imijortation of men to Welleslev
would be morally injurious. And .so, in view of these firmly-established facts, it
should be re.solved that the Ignited .States should susidize her merchant marine.
DOG A domestic animal of gentle character and warm affections, much prized as a
com])ani()n by single ladies of scholastic temperament. There are several
varieties of dogs, the most well-known being the " Sheb," the " Tar-Babv " and the
•• P.syche." All are highly accomplished creatures. The tirst barks only in Homeric
hexameters, and has marked and inwardly digested manv volumes of classic lore.
The second variety is very handsome, with beautiful black silken ringlets and
•• litry " tastes. He is an accomplished forensic critic, and is fond of attending debat-
ing sessions, e.specially those held "sub divo." The third, or " Psyche" varietv, is
of a sliy. retiring nature, preferring to live " far from the madding crowd," but never-
theless is loved and admired by a vast circle of friends and relatives. The " Tucka-
nuck ' varietv is also very popular, though rare.
ENGLISH 6 .A course in the development of character. W'lioso wishes to obtain a
meek anfl humble spirit, and a capacitv for silent suffering, is advised
to take this course. It is especially recommended to the noble armv of megalo-
maniacs. We consider it a privilege to print this sample product:
•'An a f f I \ I i' V I X \' K K Mil I-: i, i. i ."
.She was sitting, serene, on the cross-i)eam of a heaven-stretching telegraph pole,
"divinely tall and most divinely fair"
—
He stood below, in the inky, gloomful shade of the pahns. inanelv small, and
most inanely spare — — — — — — — —
.
A great bell rang, pealingly. The wind rusiied about the bleak gables, seething
solemnly — — — — — —
.
He knc-w. and she knew. A tear fell on his hand —- — — — — — — —
.
The sound of man\ winds contimied. and the air was hot with uns|:)oken some-
thines.
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FLUNK A sad event preceded and followed by salty effusions from the eyes.
FOUNTAIN PEN A natty little article which may he worn on the front of younj^
ladies' frocks in place of a breastpin. It is desirable always to
carry a fountain pen with one, as it makes a very favorable impression, especially in
the classroom. However, do not carry it point downward as it is apt to waste the
ink. Prettv and serviceable pens may be procured at the bookstore for the modest
sum of ten cents, but it is usually better to wait until some friend leaves one in your
room, when it may readily be appropriated.
FUDGE The staple article of food at Wellesley. It is healthful and nutritious, and
is warmlv recommended by the Department of Physical Training. It varies
greatlv in appearance at different times, sometimes resembling paving-stones and at
others being of a soft, jelly-like consistency which necessitates eating with a spoon. In
preparing this dish, one must begin several hours before it is to be served, as a
foraging expedition for collecting materials is first necessary. Chocolate is the staple
ingredient, but even this may be dispensed with. It is delicious flavored with pep-
permint, raspberry jam or vinegar. The pans in which it must be poured to cool are
usually rubbed with butter, but some Wellesley housekeepers suggest vaseline or
cold cream for this purpose.
HARVARD A boarding school for boys, situated within easy walking distance of
Wellesley. The little lads at this school are bright and companion-
able, but somewhat wayward, and need a restraining influence. This the Welleslev
girls try to furnish and we understand that they are prospering in their noble work.
MAN A species of biped somewhat rare in Wellesley.
Family : Father, Uncle, Brother or Cousin.
Genus : Generally young.
Size : College gymnast.
Habits: Those of a gentleman.
When seen in Wellesley : One or two may be observed anv fine evening. A])pear
in great flocks at the glee club concerts and float.
Favorite haunts : Lake Wal)an and Tui)elo.
"What is man that thou art mindful of him?"
NATICK A large and popular metropolis situated near the town of \\'ellesie\ . It
is greatly frequented bv shoppers from the outlying districts, esj^eciallv
from Wellesley, as the many well-equipped stores afford a more advantageous selec-
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tion tlian ran he secured in a small place. 'I'he j^leasant ride on the electrics is one
of the most attractive features of a tri]) to Natick.
PEANUT A reprehensihle person of a greater or less degree of culpability; variously
used in jesting, disapproval and violent obloquy.
[C"oll(K|uial, W'elleslev. not used in cultured circles.]
PLANTS I. Li'(Asi.\ Helexsis: Stocky stem: ape.x abnormally well developed.
Habitat: Stone Hall Lab. and Economics library. Not a showy plant,
but promises to l)e a desiral)le crop with a year or two more of cultivation.
2. Sii.siUL'.M H.VKKiETru.M : Common name Hattie. Tall, erect, pale, night-
blooming. Usually appears late. Habitat : Backwoods of Maine. Rare sp.
3. WiiiDUENA Edna : Large size, showy. Like the Cardinal flower, readily
recognized. Ligulate appendage unusually developed. Found everywhere.
4. Ldomisaxa Marvana : Formerly known as Mary Louise. Grows very
straight to a great height. Hue, dark, effectively relieved by white and red. Un-
timely plucking by gardener Ijlasts : life of gardener so doing endangered by admirers
of M. L.
PROM-JUNIOR I Wellesley. An ignis fatuus annually pursued by Junior
Classes at Wellesley, armed with jjetitions, free press articles and
statistics. So far it has ehided capture and is not as yet materialized.
2. Harvard, Yale, etc. Occasions provided bv Terpsichore for the promulga-
tion of exercises and favors. Some authorities report ninetv su!)-divisions or dances
with individual organisms. The average number is one-half or two-thirds of the
maximum noted.
RUSHERS The Faculty Rushers:
Czarina
AxxE Reijecca Tokkexce
Chief Higli Ron'cr in Ordinary
Helexe L. Buhlekt
Uuetta D. Bkowx Kate T. Lord
C. C. Caxxox Ernestixe C. Miller
E. D. C()X()\ER Gertrude Schopherle
Mvrtle C. Hunt *Marv Shepard
Marv B. Jenkins Alice W. Stockwell
* No longer active
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SHARK An unpleasant animal, very unpopular at Wellesley on account of its
obstreperous c|ualities. It is an omnivorous creature, devouring everv-
tliing- that is of a solid nature, as, for example, philosophy and mathematics. It is
usually well to avoid it except just before examination time. It is, however, of great




: A disease common to children, rarely seen in ranks above
Freshmen. Symptoms —-Violent contortions of the body, nervous affec-
tion of the hand, clacking in the throat— not dangerous.
2. Athletic spirit : A medicinal herb, pereimial in men's colleges. Grows best
in Wellesley as an aquatic, (iood for the joints and muscles.
3. College spirit: A ghost reported to haunt Welle.sley. Sometimes seen in
companies of two or three. Twice it has appeared within the memory of 1903 in
the midst of a great multitude, .so real we could almost catch it.
" The substance of things hoped for,
The evidence of things not seen."
"TOM," surnamed Critifin, one of the foremost figures on the Wellesley stage, our
chief bargist, who guides his dashing steeds over our campus and village
roads for climes received.
VILLAGE A popular winter resort for Freshmen, situated near the marts and cen-
tres of trade. It is a very healthy location, affording exellent opportu-
nities for walking and other athletic occupations. New Annex at Wellesley Hills.
VILLAGE-ROOM A palatial, elegantly-proportioned and sumptuou.slv-furnished
apartment in College Hall, with library, dining-hall and sleeping-
rooms attached, for the use of our day pupils from the village.
[N.B. Golf-capes left there will be appropriated by the housekeeper, also by
anyone else who has a frayed-out conscience.]

PORTFOLIO
1. Wellesley Exhibition of Fair Women




LOTTIE A. ATWOOD ALICK I,. BAKKR
VERA C. BOWKN ALICE S. BROWN
I'EARI, E. BROWN









MARV W . HOI.MtS
CARRIK M. HOl.T
MAY \. LAMMS
M.-\K\ H. 1.1 1 TI.K
EUGENIA LOCKE MAKV 1,. LOOVlLs
KA'IE 1. LORD
HELEN E. LUCAS EVANGELINE LUKENS



















































APPLICATION TO ENTER COLLEGE
Miss Ei.len FitzPexuulum.
Dear Miss:— As the time draws near when I expect to enter your college, I
thought perhaps I had better write and engage board at Wilder Hall, wliich, I under-
stand from the catalogues, is a new dormitory built on hygienic principles, and as I
am not verv strong, Mamma thought I'd Ijetter go there. If you will let me know
which rooms are most sunny -AXi^. farthest fro7n tJic sittiiig-rooiii (a piano is my bete
noire) I will write what room I shall wish reserved for me.
Thanking you in advance for your kindness,
Yours very truly,
Vekda (). Fkeshett.
AN EXCUSE FOR A LATE THEME
^fy dear Miss A)i_i^Iaise :
My roommate spilled ink over my theme while filling her fountain pen at my
desk just before chapel and I couldn't get it copied again before nine o'clock Am
very sorry but was not to blame
Yours truly
\'erua Fkeshett.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF WELLESLEY
Welleslev College— College Hall.
My ioi'ed I'era
:
The first impressions I promised to write you are of the beautiful grounds, and
very big. From my windows you can gaze upon beautiful and pretty trees, and
great, large holes in the ground which are very interesting. They are to bury the
girls who die by the hundreds at Mid-years in— a Sophomore told me I Thev are
buried under the hills on the grounds every year. There are lots oi kii^h hills! Isn't
that awful? I cried all day Sunday when 1 found out that, and a Junior thought I




p. S. The Faculty are ])erfectly lovely, and so genial! I think we shall love each
other dearly when we are better acc|uainted. We get along very well
together even now. Respectfully, W G. P .
p. s. I don't think this is (|uite long enough. The shimmering waters of the lake




Got a place for you tonight— wear a low-necked gown, for the opposite is going
to have a man.
Jane.
FROM THE FOND MOTHER OF A FRESHMAN
Who has lost her overshoes in the Catacombs, to the President of the College
Dash\'ILLe, N. v.. id November, 1900.
To THE President of Wei.leslev College, Wellesley, Mass.
Dear Madam:— As the parent of one of the youngest of your brood, I am
desirous of obtaining redress for a loss recently sustained by the herein-before-desig-
nated member of Wellesley College, namely my daughter, N. or M. On October
17th last (which, you remember, was inclement) she, a resident of Wellesley village,
wearing her overshoes (size 6, having her name in ink in each heel), deposited them,
as per order on the door of Room 7, in that spacious portion of your main building
known, I believe, as the " Catacombs." and proceeded to her duties as a student. On
returning thither some hours later, what was her surprise— 1 may say, considering
she had not yet had her luncheon— \\&x grief, to find the compartment to which she
had so trustfully consigned her overshoes,
—
empty ! In short, my dear madam, from
that day to this, my daughter has been absolutely rubberless, which sad state, my
dear madam, I attribute solely and, perhaps you will agree with mt, Justly, to negli-
gence, culpable negligence, on the part of the College. To whom more specifically
to lay this charge I do not know, madam ; my daughter has suggested that a Mr.
Perkins may be responsible, but I have preferred to bring the matter to a higher
authority, to one whom I feel suie gives such her close personal attention, and who, I
trust, to comfort a distressed mother, will either hunt up said rubbers, or, as the next
most fitting .solution, purcha.se, from her own munificent salary, a new pair.
Hoping that this communication finds you (and, 1 may add, the above-mentioned
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Mr. Perkins) in the best of health, and that you will not think that I question at all
the Jioncsty of the trustees, I subscribe mvself, mv dear madam,
Most truly yours,
Matek of Fkeshett.
P. S.— You might begin l)y en(|uiring among the Faculty and your friends. There
may ha\e been an error.
P. P. S.— You might speak of it in chapel.
A LETTER HOME FOR MONEY
Dear Fatlu-r:
I read yours with interest, and I hate to send for money again, but I must haye
some quick. Books cost so much you see, you simply can't imagine how I don't
have anything left when I'ye been to the bookstore. And then there's carriage fares,
and stamps, and fees, and photographs, and Mrs. Currier you know, and missionary-
contributions, and all. This month you sent only $43 ; just think of that, compared
to what .some girls get. You tell me not to waste it on theatres— why. Papa, that's
what I'm here fori It's one of Boston's educational advantages. Besides, I've only
been to a few things since Easter: Captain Jinks, and Florodora, and Foxy Ouiller,
and King Dodo : so you see I am using my allowance very well. Give my love to
all. I must hurry off now to an exam. These extra exams we have the privilege of
taking are nice, but a bore sometimes, you know.
Your loving daughter,
Jane.
[The above, it will be noted is very tactful. We guarantee it to be sure of effect.]
LETTER WRITTEN IN BIBLE
L. R. I., WeeLESLEV C()LLE(iE.
Dear Jack :
I'm supposed to be taking notes in Bible I II, but Mr. D is lecturing on the
Gospels, and I've known all about them from my babyliood up, so I'll take the time
to tell you how .sorry I am 1 can't go to vespers with you tomorrow evening. Our
rules about chaperons ....
1 stopped here to listen to .some rigmarole about some old ministers who've been
wondering who wrote the fourth Gospel. What's it called _/<;//« for if John didn't
write it, I'd like to know ! Well, as I was saying, our rules about chaperons . . .
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Oh, heavens! Jack, he's just announced a term-paper on the "Authorship of the
Fourth Gospel." Never mind tlie chaperons. I can't go.
\'ours,
Jlni.a.
REFUSAL OF AN INVITATION
lh:ai' Mrs. IIossc Pitabul
:
Thanks awfullv, but I can't come. My roommate Iwrrowed my hinsdowne and
spilled ice-cream on the skirt. 1 haven't the money to get my new thing from the
dressmaker, and I won't be seen in that foulard again. People will begin to think
I sleep in it. And I can't find my taffeta coat, and the girl across the hall wore my
nice hat in Thursday's storm. I'v-e borrowed till I've depleted my friend's wardrobe.
Please ask me again when my credit is better.
\'erv remorsefullv,
Jane S.
ACCEPTANCE OF AN INVITATION
Dear Jack :
Please excuse me for not writing ere this. I had to ask Mamma, of course, if I
might go canoeing with vou. SJie thinks it a little dangerous, but I told her I would
trust myself anywhere in your strong arms.
I fell into the Charles once, from the embankment near the Aqueduct,— 1 hope
the water won't be so cold Monday, not that I am going to tip the boat— of course
not! Please wire the color of your canoe, so that I'll know what suit to wear.
Yours rapturou.sly,
Jane S.
FROM AN IMPECUNIOUS SENIOR
Whose mail is mostly Bills, to one of her creditors who has Dunned what ought to have
been left Undunned
Mr. Chari.es F. CHArnt k, Wellesley, Mass.
Dear Sir:— ^()ur little note was received, and I wish to say in reply tiiat
while I sincerely desire to pay the bill of forty-three cents, which, as you say, has
been on your books since November, 1900, yet at ])resent it seems unfeasible. Pain-
ful as it is forme to own it, 1 hesitate to ask again any of my neigiibois, and so must
wait until mv cheque comes from liome. I was to iiave it at Kaster to i)uy my Com-
mencement gown, and meet vour dcmantls, l)ut as it has not arri\ed I contemplate
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weaiin^ my Troo-day ij^owii, in wliicli I have twice appjared as Ophelia and once as
a little child on May Day, and relying; on vour further clemencw Hoping niv awk-
ward situation will appeal to you effectuallv, 1 remain
\'our friend,
Jam- S.
FROM A STUDENT DESIROUS OF A POSITION
To the Principal of a High School
Wi:i.Li:sLi;v, Mass., June —
Dear Sir :
Hearing that one of your lady teachers has just been married, I wish to be
appointed in a position as her successor. I can teach anything- in the High School,
of course, as I ani quite well educated. Soon I shall graduate from Wellesley
College, where I have had English 6, and Elocution, and Philosophy 9, and Greek
Testament, and lots of hard courses like those. I have taught previously in Sunday
School, where I was considered verv fine on the miracles, and Jepthath's daughter.
Also I am quite pretty, having had my picture in the Ladies'' Home Journal as one of
a Zoology class getting things out of Longfellow Pond. Mv father will write me a
strong recommendation— he has known me for years. Please write soon and tell




Don't rely too much on an "intelligent expression."' You may he called on.
Don't call everyone "perfectly lovely" or a "perfect pill." Sometimes the
media via is politic.
Don't feel obliged to snub the plain, pi-im girl. She mav have a brother.
Don't paddle your own canoe. Tlie .*-tvle is out, for women.
Don't advocate the marine subsidv.
Don't paste foreign labels on your suitcase if you have never been farther
than Natick. You mav be expected to discuss tilings that will i)ainfullv tax vour
imagination.
Don't wear a blouse with a capacity of more than two bushels, or carry
yourself at an angle greater than 35'-'. (iive the kangaroo a chance.
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DdN'r hum tlinnisj,ii tlif whole oi)era l)ecausc you know all the airs. People
came to hear them on the other side ol the footlights; it' you want to sin<; join the
choir.
Don't have a musical cheer: it may he less musical tiiaii cheery.
Don't flourish a horroweil diamond when your favorite suitor comes out to Float.
Don't hesitate to remove hooks from the reference shelves. No one cares
to read them.
Don't fail to say " Not Prepared," if you don't enjoy reciting; in Math. Tliis
method will save you much annoyance, strengthen vour character, and cause vour
instructors to admire vour tine reticence.
Don't sprint with the express train when you are late to the station. 'Tis the
the pace that kills.
Don't wear a locket smaller then the clock in Center.
Don't wear fewer than four hows in your hair. Above all, don't think of
fastening them on— it is much more coiiuiic il fattt to shed them one bv one on
the campus. They are cheap.
Don't ( by advice of the Faculty ) sneeze when rowing on the lake, at more
than a hoafs length from shore ; row hastily to land when you feel it coming.
Don't forget that it is not necessary to register for absence. It is a foolish rule,
and we must educate the officials out of it.
T (3 FRESH M E N
Don't fail to make friends with the Seniors and Faculty. They enjoy your
fresh, voung conversation.
Don't study too hard on your Math. It is an interesting subject, and one that
you can repeat with pleasure and proiit, your Sophomore year.
Don't forget to try on the cap and gown. If it does not suit your style, you
would better discontinue your course at once.
Don't bring anything to the examination-room if the teacher says not. Take
her at her word, and flunk.
Don't speak of college as " School."
Don't raise your hand in class.
Don't cut when the ten minutes are up.
Don't fail to carry home all your books for vacation work.
Don't hestitate to monopolize the elevator. Faculty and the upperclassmen sit
too much over their books, and it is your duty to see that they exercise themselves by
walking upstairs.
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BOOKS FOR THE HOME LIBRARY
Orange Hlossonis "
Hearts are Trumps ' .
Recollections of a Literaiy Life "
Mary's Adventures in Slumberland "




Tale of the Tub "
Voice Culture "
Scenes from Clerical Life "
Afloat and Ashore"; or, ' A Stilhvatei
Due West " .
Near to Nature's Heart''
Fast Friends "
How to Do It "
Guide to Boston Theatres "
Episodes in an Obscure Life "
Facial Expression "
Back to the Mines "
Brown Book " . .
How to be Late "
' Le Francais, comme on doit le parlei
• The Art of Cutting, for Beginners "
Bamboozling the Faculty "
' Brittle Bones "
• Electioneering Made Easy " .
• Farthest North "
' Ben-Hurt " .
' How the Other Half Lives " .
' Nonsense Rhymes "
' A Wellesley Pilgrim's Progress "
' Great Expectations " .
' Much Ado About Nothing " .
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FAMILIAR PROVERBS
The early ,i;irl catches the hatlitul).
Don't count vour credits before you have crammed.
Everyone to her heels, as the Freshman said when she kicked the Dean.
.•\11 that glitter are not sharks.
The lietter part of blutfino; is discretion.
If Sophomores entice thee, consent thou not.
Spare the chocolate and si)oil the fudge.
Wash vour hair while the sun shines.
Don't cry over spilled alcohol.
HAPPY HINTS
How to have a varied and api)ropriate wardrobe : Choose friends of your own
measurements.
How to extract spots from vour garments : Send them to Lewando's.
How to avoid ink-spots : Use a pencil.
How to recover lost books: FIVE HUNDRED DOLL.^RS for the answer! !
How to bluff: Look intelligent. (See also under Don'ts.)
How to digest College Hall luncheons: A meal ticket at the Wellesley Inn will
be given for a solution.
How to endure a lecture : Bring a good book.
How to acquire "a large circle of friends": Be frank, especially with respect
to their faults.
How to cultivate accuracy in i)ublic speaking: Count ten before each word.
Of course, this must be done under the lireath, or at least in a low voice.
How to acquire an Anglo-maniac accent: Practice this formula, strictly
referrintr to kev :
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(1) (2) (,) (,,
L nder tliese extraordinary circumstances, it would liave Ijeeii necessary
"I (2) (41 ii) (i)
tor tlie literary missionary, were he winkinj,' on ,1 dii tionary in a lilirary.
'" (11 ([)
to eltect a tempoi'ary clian,i;e from his oidinary clothing to a military
dress.
Kry: (i) Clipped—.omitting penultimate syllahle, as— lit'rv.
(2) Similarly, a.s far as po.ssihle, with the .sss.
(3) Pronounced like the Bo.ston variety.
(4) Rhymed witli "swear."
How to express pride, joy, surprise, anger, affection, hatred, amazement, terror,
grief and shame
: Grasp the ends of the fingers of tlie right liand firmly together, as
if squeezing a small object, extend the arm rigidly, and aim tiic hunched fingers at
the heart. This movement should be accompanied by the raising of the eyebrows
and shoulders, drawing them slighUy together, also by strict compression of the
mouth. Repeat till hal)itiial.
HEALTHY EXERCISE
Modelled on tlie deliglitful textbook of tliat name used in the Hygiene Course, our treaiise following as closely as
feasible the original work, both in spirit and in diction *
1 . — Exercise
Neariy ever)- individual has their own way of taking exercise, but and this will
apply to all advice here given — for them who have as yet cultivated no regular habits
in this line we venture a few suggestions. We presume that these will be largely
Freshmen, and therefore consider ourselves peculiarly fitted —our name being R, H,
Greene, M. D.— to instruct such. Previous cla.sses (we would mention with paternal
joy 1903) have read and digested this little volume, once growing so fond of its noble
language and wisdotn as to memorize whole passages to reciti of it: and now thev
say they simply rrt'/z/z^V ])art with these little yellow books— they are still on the
shelves.
To future Freshmen, therefore, we offer a few hints that have .sent 1903 and
others well on the athletic pathway. First, they should not fail to elect Gymnasium
I. This is a charming little course under Miss Randall, Its ai)pointments should
be prepared for in a leisurely manner, taking half an hour to don sin'ts in the cosv
dressing-rooms provided by the Departmental Fund. tliL-n all the exercises should be
entered into heartily, just as if you enjoyed lliem. .\ shower bath and a short rest
* Not a nianu.il for Kaiglish classes.
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should follow each period: otherwise you proceed to your next class hot, dishevelled
and vicious.
P.esidcs this, there should he several hours' walkint^ per die, and a little i;()lf,
tennis and rowint^- or some pastime like that. Everyone knows how dillerently they
feel after a dav of such e.xercise then when they have loafed all day at academic
engagements.
A few little e.xercises at rising and retiring are excellent to clear the brain of
anvthing you have been trying to learn. We suggest some :
1. Stand up straight with hands over ears and stamp successively and contin-
uously for ten minutes. When monotonous, use both feet. This prevents neurasthe-
nia in you, but it may give it to your neighbor below; still, it will " train" her for the
worries of "life."
2. Pull the wardrobe into the middle of the room, and practise jumping over it,
taking a long preparatory run from the corridor outside. If you need a pole, use a
lofter. After a few nights, you should be able to do this without .scarcely being
heard at the Town Hall, very agilely.
3. Sit in your rocker and rock violently, working your way across the room.
Do this ten times: it is good for the knees.
4. Buy boxing-gloves, and if a proctor appeared, you should be ready for a
bout. A few minutes' daily practice on the mirror will make you fit.
5. If it is early in the evening, go forth on the campus in your kimono and
roll down hill several times in the moonlight: this will make you sleepy, and you will
retire feeling that you never wish to rise. That's a nice feeling,
—
your neighbors
may develop the same about you.
These little exercises may also be profitably undertaken before breakfast each
morning. There is plenty of time— the maid will reserve breakfast for you.
oil : I.iicy, leave no stone unturned wliieli will throw linht upon the subject :
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FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS
"To those who know thee not, no words can paint,
And those who know thee know all words are faint."
— Sue Belle .1 litslie.
" Why, then, do you walk as if you liad swallowed a hedsprinij ? "
—
Louise Allen.
" Oh, your sweet eyes, your low replies 1 " — Mary Aiulei-.fflii.
" Let the world slide, let the world go,
A fig for care, and a fig for woe.
If I can't pay, why. I can owe."
— Nora Balrd.
" Hast so much wit, and mirth, and spleen about thee,
There is no living with thee, nor without thee."
— A lice Baker.
" So young, so gentle and so debonair I "— .S'aldee Barren.
" For though I am not expletive and rash,
Yet have I in me something dangerous."
— Florence Barfit.
" Much study is a weariness of the flesh."— Ju/lfli Ball.
" Music hath power to charm a toiler,
But thine hath power to burst a boiler."
— J 'era Bo-cven.
" Upon what meat doth this our Citsar feed.
That she is grown so great?"
— Clirl.'fllne Brinkman.
"Still amorous, and fond, and billing."— Alhe Broicn.
" With devotion's visage and pious actions we do sugar o'er
The Devil himself."
— Pearl Broion.
" A modest, meek and melancholy maid,
Who, 'most the time, looks sorrowful and staid."
— Lillian Bruce.
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" Above tlic vuli^ar Mii;lit of common souls."— Hc/ciir Hiihlcrt.
"The very pink of courtesy."— Christabel Cainioii.
" Dotli not divide the Sunday from tlie week."
—
}TartIia C/arkf.
'• Comes bv the vard, and hath a monstrous stride."— Rosaiiuuid Clark.
'•The bride-elect."— Ediih Clifford.
" Doth make the ni<;ht ioint-lal)orer with tlie day."— Maud Cocks.
" The man wlio would make sucli vile puns would not scruple to i)ick a pocket."
— Elizabeth P. Conover.
"The firste vertue is to restrain and kepen wel thy tongue."— Mary Croinbie.
" What doth the sweet child in this wicked place?"— Alice Dairyinple.
" I feel as though 1 really know as much as any teacher."— Etliel Dixivi.
'• With a swaggerin', tire-eatin', bilin'-water drinkin' sort of a way with her."
— Grace Dean.
" Wrapt up in measureless content."— Blanc/ie Dole.
" Sage she stood
With Atlantean shoulders."
— Mary Downey.
'• Oh, what may man within him hide,
Though angel on the outward side."
— Mary E)ninett.
" The man that blushes is not quite a brute."— Blanche Ennnon.w
" I seem half-ashamed, at times, to be so tall." Etiiel E7<erett.
" For never was there yet philosopher
That could endure the tooth-ache patiently."
— Eugenia Eoster.
" The applause, delight, the wonder of our stage."— Leah I-'riend.
" A pleasant smiling cheek, a speaking eye."— Georgia /'renek.
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" Tliou say'st an undisputed thing,
in such a solemn \va\."
—Julia 11am.
"An' I have not forgotten wliat the inside of a cliurcii is made of. I am a i)e])i)er-
corn."— Geue7'ieve Haiiiia
.
" What will Mrs. (nundy say?" — Laicra Hannahs.
" In small proportions we just beauties see,
And in short measures life mav perfect be."
— Gertrude //a.\'tin^s.
" Top-knot, come down 1 "
—
Zoe Hatch.
" Ye people up over ze sky, zey wish ze earth to be happy, so zey smile and
make zis lady."— Marie Hershey.
'•Accuse not Nature, she hath done her part." — Laura Hihhs.
" Sweet Auburn." — Flora Holbrook.
•' Maiden, with the meek, brown eyes.
In whose orb a shadow lies.
Like the dusk in evening skies."
— Mary Holmes.
" Thy face remembered is from other worlds,
It has been sung of, though I know not when.
It has been died for, though I know not where."
— LiIIIIa Hires.
'• Seldom she smiles, and smiles in such a sort
As if she mocked herself, and scorned her spirit,
That could be moved to smile at anything."
-^
.Mary Hull.
' With a badly-bitted tongue, and a Mathematics craze.
With a thirst for information and a greater thirst for praise."
— Myrtle Hunt.
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'• Lord. Lord, liow tlir world is ^iven to lvin,<il" .\farv Ji'iikins.
" Some to chuicli repair, not lor the doctrine, but the music there."
— Aiii^ie K'le/il.
" So buxom, blitiie, and full of face."— Mav Laiuiis.
" Eternal sunshine settles on her head."— A/aiy Little.
" Queen Quality."— Mary Looi/iis.
" Dee]) on her front engraven,
Deliberation sat, and public care."
— Kate Lord.
" Holds the eel of science by the tail."— Ilcloi Lucas.
" A mighty hunter, and her prey is man."— Theresa LaCroix.
" Panting Time
Toiled after her in vain ! "
— Evangeline Litkens.
" It was down in Cupid's garden.
For pleasure I did go."
— Edith Lusk.
" Why don't the men propose, mamma.
Why don't the men propose ? "
— Catherine Macartney.
" Thv modesty's a candle to thy merit."— Lcttice McCord.
" We grant, although she had much wit,
She was rather shy of ushig it."
— Theodora McCutcheon.
" Will you, won't you, will you, won't you.
Will you join the race ? "
— Mary McKinney.
" My little life
Is rounded with a sleep."
—
.]fary .Mc/l-a'ain.
" I have no men to govern in this wood.
That is my only woe."
— Helen .Manatt.
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" AIon,i>; the cool, sequestered vale of life,
She kept the even tenor of her way."
— Mary Marstoii.
" A fuii;itive and cloistered virtue, tiiat never sallies out.
And seeks an adversary."
— Margaret Maxtuell.
" A narrow compass, and vet there,
Dwells all that's good and all that's fair."
— hllcaitor May.
" Dost think, because thou art virtuous, there shall he no more cakes and ale?"
— Mabel Metcalf.
"Whence issued soft and furry .sounds."— Ernesiiitc Miller.
" Up, up, mv friend, and quit your books, or surely \ou'll grow double."—
—Maud Miller.
" Whatever critic could enquire for.
For every why she had a wherefore."
— Emily Mills.
" Silence in love bewrays more woe
Than words, though ne'er so witty."
— Lelia Morse.
" With thee conversing I forget all time."— Marjoric Xickerson.
" He who once hath won a name niav lie abed till eight."— Florence A'orea.
"A sweet, attractive kind of grace."— Grace Xewhart.
" 'Ere's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, with your 'ayrick 'ead of 'air."— Henrietta I'age.
" Her voice was like to music heard ere birth
A spirit lute on a spirit sea."
— Katheri)ie Page.
" I am no orator, as Brutus was,
I only s])eak right on."
— Xurclla riiipps.
" In wit, a woman: in simplicitv. a child." -Anna Pitman.
" Infinity upon her broods." — Martha Poor.
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" All the world loves a lover."— Lucia Proctor.
" Thou wert a b.eautiful thought, and softly bodied forth."— Clare Raymond.
" Nor be ye proud that you can see.
All hearts your captives, yours yet free."
— Clare Richards.
" With all her bravery on, and tackle trim.
Sails filled, and streamers waving,."
— Anil Ripley.
"The fair, the chaste, tlic ine.xpressive she."— Caroline Rodgers.
" I'ush on I keep moving ! "—Doj-a Stoker.
" True coral needs no painter's brush or need be daubed with red."
— Xellie Strnni.
" A very gentle beast, and of good conscience."— Esther Taylor.
•' Drawing and Drawling."— Lucy Taylor.
"We call it onlv pretty Fanny's way."— Era//ccs Terry.
" Black were her eyes as the berry that grows on the thorn by the wayside."
— Gertrude Thomas.
" A little lovely girl, most dear and taking."— Betsey Todd.
" I'll put a girdle round the earth
In forty minutes."
— Bertha Todd.
" In arguing, too, the teacher owned her skill.
For e'en though vanquished, she could argue still,
"* While words of learned length and thundering sound
Amaze the gazing rustics ranged around."
— Harriet Thrall.
" Let's talk of graves, of worms and ei)itaphs." I'.dith l\o:oe.
"'Tvvas the voice of the sluggard. 1 heard her complain:
' You have called me too soon ; I must slumber again.'"
— Belle Schlesiuiier.
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" Nothing she does, or seems,
But smacks of something grcatei- tiian herself."
— Alice Saiiford.
'•
I can count all mc hones."— Harriet Silsby.
" Gracious, gentle and good."— Lucreiia Rudolph.
" Of all the girls that are so sweet,
There's none like pretty Sally."
— Sara McLaui^ldin.
" One of the few, th' immortal names.
That were not born to die."
— Belle Svtitli.
" Praise enough to till the ambition of a private man."— Alice Siockwell.
" Good .sooth, she is
The queen of curds and cream ! "
— Daisy A . S/noitse.
" Cui rtavam religas comam?"— \]'iiioiia Tiltoii.
" Whom not even critics criticise."— Elizabeth Torrey.
" Life is galvanic, spasmodic sprawlings."— Aiinis Van Xuys.
" And when once the young heart of maiden is stolen,
The maiden herself will steal after it .soon."
— Ruby W'arjield.
" I will roar you as gently as any sucking dove,
I will roar you, an' it were a nightingale."
— Frances IVarre/i.
" Chaste as the icicle
That hangs in Dian's temple."
— Licrtri/de ]]\'ltoii.
" She never told her love,
But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud.
Feed on her dama.sk cheek."
— lidiiaJi U'/iiddeit.




" Be holdc, he bolde, and evcrvwliere ht- holde." - AV/V// W'liiiiifv
.
"A hungry, lean-faced villain,
A mere anatomy."
— Ruth Whitney.
'> Oh, tell nie, jjretty maiden.
Are there any more at home like you?"
— 'Hilda W'ebcr.
" P?en her failings leaned to yirtue's side."— Lurcita U'i/soii.
" Thou "rt mild, too mild,— I prithee, swear."— Ma/y ll'iiso)i.
" Why so pale and wan, fond lover,
Why so pale and wan ? "
— Ma/y U^intriiiiJcr.
" Why, man, thou dost bestride the nari'ow world,
Like a colossus."
—A iigusta J I 'oodlntry
.
" Framed in the prodigality of nature."— Mayaiiiiah W'ooihuani.
DICTIONARY
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Ainslie, Sue
We call it our happiest task to see
That her loyalty and devotion to Nineteen
Three,
May as nearly as possible equalled be
By our loyalty and devotion to Sue Ainslie.
Allen, Louise
One might say so much, and so much
might well be said concerning the char-
acter and life history of Louise, that
when it becomes necessary to boil it
down to the limits of one brief para-
graph, human nature rebels. The best
that can be done under such circum-
stances, is to give the keynote of her
character, which is a lofty ambition —
an ambition as noble as it is lofty, and
as unique as it is nol)le : an ambition
that will never let her rest till its summit
is reached, and she stands on the top-
most peak— the loving and beloved
helpmeet of a bishop I
Atwood, Lottie
Uy lier walk you would know she'd a masterful
mind,
Well worthy a Wellesley daughter
!
But my! when her skill in rebuttal was seen
In the " Missionary Debate" she won for her
team—
Didn't hear it r— Oh, but you'd oughter I
!
Baird, Norah
Once there was a Sinuous, insinuating
Siren from Lansing who selected VVel-
le.sley as the Scene of her Speculative,
Spectacular Specialties. Without bat-
ting an Eyelid she could focus one Eye
on the Futurity Stakes, while not under-
valuing the Importance of the Trifling
Present. The results of this Janus-like
Accomplishment were to the Cjood, as
She easily Passed under the Wire amid
the Appreciative Applause of the Aston-
ished On-lookers.
Moral— Whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap.
Bass, Elizabeth
Miss Bass' character has been so won-
derfully delineated by a celebrated
chirographer (and all for the sum of
ten cents) that we feel we cannot do
better than to publish it in toto. The
address of this obviously famous clair-
voyant will be furnished on application
to the Editor.
" You have a very intense nature that
suffers and enjoys with equal keenness
and one that is somewhat slow to for-
give a wrong. You love the beautiful
and have very good taste, and should
be a good judge of size, form, distance
and proportion. \'ou have some versa-
tilitv that enables you to do many
things well and to readily adapt your-
self to circumstances. If you have a
task to do you like to get at it at once
and get it off your hands as soon as
possible. There is .some danger of
accidents from vehicles which you
must try to avoid. You like to do
thintrs a little dit'ferentl\- from other
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peo])le. While dcvolcd lo tliose wliom
ycni love, it would not take much to
make you jealous of them."
In face of the direful waniiui; in the
above, Miss Bass' countless friends
want now publicly to enjoin her to
avoid anv possibilitv of collision with
automobiles, locomotives, trolly cars,
stone crushers, hokey-pokey carts, baby
carriages, ambulatory photographic
vans, tipcarts, furniture wagons, ped-
lers' carts, brewery wagons, barouches,
drags, tallyhos, herdics, hansoms, spid-
ers, ice carts, hearses, hayrakes, tedders
and mowing machines, bicycles, sulkies,
victorias. Black Marias, college barges,
moving houses, steam rollers, wheel-
barrows, baggage trucks, water wheels,
pin wheels, roulette wheels, windmills
and grindstones,— and above all not to
listen to the buzz of the still small voice
of interior wheels.
Brinkman, Christine
What's a French exam to me? I'm
asleep.
Brown, Udetta
When a lady's named Udetta Brown
No wonder it calls forth a frown
To be hailed on the streets
By each one that she meets,
With the title of Ubetter Drown.
Clark, Martha
Four years ago last autumn our friend
Martha came among us, with an air of
settled determination, like the equinoc-
tial storms. " vStrong to achieve in
spite of everything" has been the
inscription upon her lintel, and if pow-
ers and principalities stood in the way
to achiexement, •' so much the worse
for them," (|Uoth she, and sailed mer-
rily on.
Cogswell, Helen
Once there was a Jewel who possessed
the famous name of Helen. She was
a Diamond for Cutting Classes because
they were Hard. She pined to leave
Wellesley to Sparkle on the Stage, and
often planned to do .so, but her Active
Friends frowned on the Plan. .She
was long on Aspirations but Short on
Encouragement. Yet spite of all she
now Glitters behind the Footlights.
MoR.M.— Where there's a Will, there's a Way
Edwards, Grace
A classical scholar of extensive erudi-
tion. As a child, little Grace was bright
and engaging, but thoughtful. Her
lirst words were, amo, amas, amat,
uttered in the tirm, dignified accents
which we have all learned to love. Her
immense learning and critical insight
have brought her into high repute.
Goddard, Marie
Of (loddard, whose front name's Marie,
Nineteen Three is as proud as can be,
For she does elocution
With skilled execution—
Oh, a promising person is she.
Goodwin, Jessie
One of the most noted mathematicians.
Goodwin is quiet, but like Joey Bag-
stock is "sly, devilish sly," with an
undercurrent of dry humor. As a logi-
cian Goodwin stands in the foremost
ranks, and as an original thinker and
subtle, acute reasoner, we have not her
equal.
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Hall, Helen
Littli- Ilclen was a very pretty cliikl—
plump and dimpled, with trustful dark
eyes. One evening she went calling,
dressed in her best striped bathr()l)e.
with her hair neatlv liraided down her
back. The lady on whom she called
was a very kind lady, and amused her
by showing her pictures.
" Oh, what a pretty man I " said Helen,
as she espied a little picture of a " tailor-
made girl" in a rough-rider hat: and
she liked the picture of this pretty man
so much that the kind lady let her take
it home to look at.
Moral— Avoid all appearances of men!
Hanna, Genevieve
A pristine exponent of the Sartorian
" Everlasting No," being a shade
shadier at doubting than \'oltaire, and
a young lady who would have graced
that Age of Reason following the
French Revolution. We have the
pleasure of pubhshing in this volume a
learned dissertation by Miss Hanna on
" Fudge Philo-sophy," which shows widi
what Roentgen insight she has dis-
closed the fallacy of nature's saccharine
secrets. All nature's secrets have re-
ceived the same treatment from Miss
Hanna's fair hands. Having critically
dissected all religious revelations from
Confucius to Dowie, she now rests
serene in her self-ascertained belief that
all are but as "a spirit of steam out of
a teapot." In .socialism, mathematics
and literature Miss Hanna is a worthy
descendant of the great triumvirate,
George, Kuclid and \'irgil. .She has
especially endeared herself to the
LEt.KXDA Board by offering herself to
be ground, though "they grind exceed-
ing small," when the dictum went forth
that a particularly asinine quotation
must only be given to a very "clever"
girl.
Hannahs, Laura
A pattern young woman, whom it would
be well for us to emulate. The motto
of this excellent creature has always
been: "Order is heaven's first law."
In the next edition of the Ladies''
Home Journal, it is rumoured that a
picture of that part of her furnishings
.so characteristically feminine has been
solicited for publication in the new and
suggestively helpful column, " Top
Bureau Drawers as They Ought to
Be." However, we advise would-be
imitators not to follow Miss Hannahs'
well-meaning but trying custom of ris-
ing at four every morning to sweep her
apartments : that is, presupposing that
their neighbors like to sleep.
Hegeman, Lucy
When Lucy was a Junior,
So I've heard people say,
She was golf champion for Nineteen Tliree,
In a tournament on Field-day.
She was cliosen not for her prowess,
-Although that is great, they say,
But because she was the only Junior
Who was willing to play.
Hewitt, Julia
Oh, a gentle child is she,
.Skilled in all philanthropy;
Troubled friends to Julia go,
.And leave with her their every woe
!
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Hicks, Florence
Florence is ;i charniiiiL; little ^iil, with
bright. i)ri'ttv ways and a gently opti-
mistic nature. She is fond of sporting
on the ])la\gr()vnul where her neat,
flaxen pigtail attracts much favorable
attention. She has a keen sense of
humor, .sometimes being able to see a
joke in as short a time as two days.
This, however, is I'ather an uncommon
occurrence. It is related of her that
once she even came down to break-
fast, after the strenuous exertions of
her entire circle of friends and the vig-
orous application of icy sponges. This
anecdote, however, is discredited by
those wlio know her best.
Jenkins, Mary B.
A brilliant young Southern poet and
author, Miss Jenkins might well say of
herself, in the words of Pope,
" As yet a child, and all unknown to fame,
I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came."
This pure and lofty spirit is not only a
prolific writer, but a brilliant conversa-
tionalist. Nor is she content simply
to amuse ; her life has been one long,
noble devotion to the cause of Truth.
We congratulate Truth upon having
such an earnest and devoted champion.
Jones, Edith
Oh, here's to sweet Edith, nee Jones,
A living reproach to all drones ;
Her art magnifique
Shows command of " Technique,"
For in " Tech " lies her (li)eart, so she owns.
La Croix, Theresa
Born in Salem.
It was not until .Miss La Croix had
grown to her present Eifel 'i'ower pro-
portions and had reached an age suit-
able to enter college that she realized
the advantage of having the above-
mentioned witching town as her home.
This advantage lay in its nearness to
VVellesley. Each evening during her
college course, when the eyrie hamlet
was to celebrate, Miss La Croix, by the
means of a registration card and a pair
of .Seven-league Boots, could easilv
be pre.sent there— not to mention
Sundays, Mondays and holidays.
Due to untoward circumstances over
which we mortals have no control
(such as exams, Sunday rules, evening
restrictions, etc.) Miss La Croix has
been known to miss three celebrations,
but after these occasions special cou-
riers have brought such full reports
that it required several evenings each
week of a college vear to deliver them.
Lathrop, Jessica
Once there was a swell and versatile
(iirl from Kansas City. She Parley-
voused in French and Thrummed the
Mandola, but she was at her Best when
up against a Came of " Push and Pull"
with a Needle and Thread. Conspic-
uous in W'elleslev were Ravelling P2 vi-
olences of her Proficiency in this direc-
tion. With an eye for Immediate Plea.s-
ure and crying " Ha— Ha" to the
Future, she cut a "'perfectlv revolting"
Bible Bluffing Contest in June, and
sailed for (iermanv.
Moral—Whatsoever a woman sewetli, tliat
shall she also rip.
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Locke, Eugenia
lioin in Norlli Adams.
Her cap and gown, worn with i)econiin<i
modesty, mark the climax of tranquil
dignity, which she has been approach-
ing through all her gracious life. Her
career has embraced few events, but
many thou<rhts.
remarkable foivnsic ability, while vet
in tile ci'adle arguing ablv with her
motlier on the proper care of infants.
In spite ol her remarkable intellect she
was a sweet and docile child, with
gentle, affectionate manners. The early
promise of her youth has not been belied
by her recent career as a public speaker.
Lord, Kate
A I'ublicist, better known as a biology
specimen, frequenting fifth floor centre
on business, and second floor east on
pleasure. Most insignificant, save when
attired to cope with the elements, in
rubber boots and running skirt, and
guided by a masculine cicerone in her
search for the fauna and flora of the
region : nevertheless extremely fond of
the wherewithal she is clothed, striking
at times most ingenious, even odd
effects. Finds subjects for sermons in
sticks and stones, and dead men's bones,
as many of us know to our sorrow.
Marland, Mary
When 1 was a Junior I lived by myself,
.\nd all the Butterthins I got 1 kept on my
bookshelf
;
But now that Vm a bigamist my peace of mind
is gone,
My crackers, too, my point of view,
—
I dwell in Room A. Stone
!
McCutcheon, Theodora
There, there, little girl, don't cry !
'Tis a wicked old world, 1 know.
But what we can't cure
We must simply endure
—
Cheer up I 'twill be worse by-and-by.
Mills, Emily W.
A noted orator and debater. From
her youth up she showed signs of
Page, Katherine
Born in Rutland, \'ermont.
' Bring us tlie fairest creature nortliward born.
Where Phicbus' fire scarce thaws the icicles."
Moved to Welle.sley 1898.
"
.\nd are enforced from our most quiet sphere
By the rough torrent of Occasion."
Entered Wellesley College in 1899,
where
'•
.\s pure in tliouglit as the angels are,
To know her was t(j love her."
Phipps, Nurella
If ever on the college grounds a pocketbook
you find
Of any color, any size, of anv shape or kind.
Don't take it to the office first : 'twill save you
useless trips
If, on your way, you chance to meet Xurella
Esther Phipps.
Poor, Martha
Canst thou picture to thyself a ffower of
the field meditating upon the ecstatic
flight of the lark until it remembereth
its fetters of earth no more? Then
canst thou form a just conceit of this
dreamer of dreams and seer of visions,
to whom the glories of the heavens
aliove and the earth beneath are as
nothing when the phcenix-like form of
a New Idea rises above her horizon.
Press lightly on this spirit of vision, O
earthly shackles I for few there be akin
thereto.
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Proctor, Lucia
Disrovfivi- of the IilmiI as tlic seat of
internal sensations. Tliis discovery,
which was made during; tlie third year
of Miss Proctor's residence at Welles-
ley College, puts her on a level with
that other great anatomical scientist,
Harve\-, who discovered the circulation
of the blood. In addition to her scien-
tific researches it is suspected that she
will contribute to the literary world,
presumably by an elaboration of Pope's
" Essay on Man." Miss Proctor is
frequently absent from Wellesley on
business, due to her belief that the best
preparation for her literary venture
necessitates such absence, as " The
proper study of mankind is man," but
her time while at the college is spent in
endearing herself to her many friends,
who lend their hearty interest to her
work.
Richards, Clara S.
A rising artist of remarkable ability.
Personally Miss Richards is very
attractive, with youthful but engaging
manners. Her artistic instincts were
aroused early in childliood, and it is said
that at a tender age she began to paint
the town red. Like a true artist, she
is athletic, believing in a mens pulcra
in corpore piilcro. She is an exi)ert
oarswoman, and is agile and graceful
in all field sports.
Russell, Florence
Little Miss Russell, with housewifely bustle,
To make chocolate fudges did learn, oh,
But she found it is true that glycerine won't do
In place of wood-alcohol to burn, oh.
Smith, Belle
(lenius l)egan to burn early in tlie
person of tliis promising specimen. At
the age of nine she edified and instruct-
ed her grandmother l)y delivering moral
dissertations of strength and lasting
worth. One of the well-worn brown
papers on which these precocious efforts
were inscribed has been preserved, and
we are glad to give here a few telling
extracts :
"'Exact no more than that which is
a]3pointed you ! ' By this then it seems
the people were apt to be grasping.
Perhaps with some of us it is so now,
wanting a little more than that which
they ought to have. If we could go all
over the world how many misers could
we find? Probably over a tiiousand.
Miserly enough to barely ha\-e enough
for themselves to keep soul and bodv
together. But are not some of even
the litde folks miserly with their pennies,
saving them up one by one possiblv to
put in the savings bank, for some time
in the future, but suppose they should
not live, what good would it do them .^
Why not send the pennies to the poor
heathen children to help build churches,
and pay the ministers. Suppose you
were a heathen."
Stoker, Dora Delia
Thisoin- illustrious classmate was born
with the most significant of all degrees,
D.D. At the age of eighteen she
crossed the Rubicon and came to
Wellesley, where she is now finishing,
with the most uneventful tranquillity, a
state of mind usually accompanying
the degree she carries.
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Sullivan, Olive
'I'lieie was a young lady so tair.
To wliom something happened most rare—
Of Stone Hall a resident,
Was suggested House President,
Because she had very " cute " hair.
Taylor, Lucy
Docile as a lamb with
A waving yellow fleece,
Gentle, meek appearance.
Deceptive glance of peace.
But if she once should seize you
You'd never get away
Until what she had bid you









Familiarlv known to our readers a.s
Annrebec. Her first picture was
spread abroad as a Mellin's Food
baby, but so many people ceased using
the preparation at once, that the man-
agers suppressed the picture. She
early learned the lesson that those
who associate with magnates seem
magnetic, and put the theory into prac-
tical use with great success. Life so
far devoid of really great events. The
lines of her hand indicate tiiat she will
marry a minister. This is denied as a
slander by those who know.
Favorite hvmn : Look on lier desk.
Favorite color: l>aby l)Iue.
Sole occupation: Nature study (hu-
man and otherwise).
Favorite name: Becky.
'' We are advertised by our loving
friends."
Van Nuys, Annis
When Annis \'annis first came here,
And Freshman was her station,
Bucking Broncho was her gait,
Pigtail her " capulation."
White, Effie
A newcomer, welcomed by Nineteen Tliree,
Not the least bit of a bore
;
A good scholar, friend and philosopher—
And v\hat can I say more?
Whitney, Ruth
" By merit raised
To this bad eminence.''
Born in the town of Harvard, Mass.
Her first words were, " Is this Harvard
College? If not, I fear there has been
some mistake." A mild concoction of
molasses and water and a dissertation
on Kant's Critique of Pure Reason by
the attendants, caused her to change
her mind and remain.
At the age of two, mastered Sargeant's
Primer, a literary work of great value
among educators at the time. At
three matriculated for Primary School,
Lower Grade, District Number One.
At five entered Grammar School, and
graduated first in a cla.ss of two. Em-
braced the Congregational religion for
one Sunday, following a week of inves-
tigation regarding the social status of
the South Sea Islanders, generously
contributing the maternal diamonds to
the cause. At eleven began the earnest
study of languages, beginning at the
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1904 Saco, Maine
1906 4 Harrison St., Stapleton, S. I., N. Y.
1904 Pittsford, \'t.
1906 52 Fountain St., Worcester, Mass.
1904 9 Ferry St., New York City
1904 2606 Osage St., Saint Louis, Mo.
1906 330 Clinton Ave., Newark, N. J.
1906 292 Broad St., Westfield, N.J.
(i Man.sfield, Mass.
G Dana Hall, Wellesley, Mass.
1905 23 West Willis Ave., Detroit, Mich.













































904 Aiiijell .St., Providence, R. I.
903 40 D\vii;ht St.. New Haven, Conn. [Minn.
905 1306 Second Ave., .Soutli Minneapolis.
906 1312 .South 'I'hirty-.second St., Onialia,
906 61 Howe .Ave., I'a.s.saic,
.\.J. [Nel).
907 342 .So. Sixth Ave., Mount X'ernon. N. N'.
906 2005 Haye.s St., Na.shville, Tenn.
906 236 North St., Pitt.stield, Ma.s.s.
904 Framinyham Centre, Ma.s.s.
903 .Saunderstown. R. I.
905 874 Case Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
906 1 17 Second East .St.. .Salt Lake City.
906 Macomb, 111. [I'tah
S Saxton's River, Vt.
904 Boyne City, Mich.
905 102 1 Ninth Ave., East Oakland, Cal.
go6 Derry, N. H
906 21 Fuller St., Brockton, Ma.ss.
905 21 Fuller St., Brockton, Mass.
905 Hotel Hamilton, Brockton. Ma.ss.
904 Haverford, Pa.
906 Sandwich, Mass.
S Sandy Hill. N. V.
904 77 Johnson Park, Buffalo. N. V.
905 Middleboro, Mass.
903 I Mount \'ernon Terrace. Newtonville,
903 College Park, Md. [Ma.ss.
905 27 Thorn St., Sevvickley. Pa.
903 4168 West Pine St., Saint Louis. Mo.
903 Tom's River, N. L
906 23 Oread Place, Worcester, Mass.
903 152 West I32d .St., New York City
905 960 Bryden Road, Columbus, Ohio
905 Kinderhook, N. Y.
904 I 25 Pleasant St., Arlington, Ma.ss. [Mex.
90C) Calle Hospital Real, No. 3, Mexico, D.F..
905 34 Lincoln .St., East Orange, N.J.
906 I I 16 Ninth St., Des Moines, Iowa
903 401 .Salem Ave., Dayton, Ohio
905 Lansdowne, Delaware Co., I'a.
1 11 THE LEGENDA
Name K:\nU
Cook, Fi.okknce \'. 1904





Col'EI.AM). KaIIIAKIXE T. 1 906
Coi'i'. Fi,oki:nie a. u)o6
Col 11. LAUD, Ada S. 1905
CousE, Klizm'.eth A. 1904
CowAX, Lena L. 1905
Crane, Elizabeth \V. i()o6
Crane, Hexrietta M. 1905
Crocker, (iRAce CJ. 1904
Cro.miue, Mary H. 1903
Crosi'.v. Ki 111 C. 1904
Crosi'.v. Rrni S. 1905
Crowl, Corixxa 1906
CL•.^LMlX(;s, E\A H. 1906
CuALMixs, Anna M. 1906
Curtis, H. Louise 1906
Curtis, Mary F. 1906
CuRTiss, Lucy S. 1905
CusHixfi, Katharixe B. 1905
Dalrymple, Alice E. 1903
Danforth, Emma 1906
Danforth, Grace L. 1904
Daxiels, Helen L. 1905
Danielson, Alice J. 1904
Darby, Anna E. 1904
I)ARLiN(;, Blanche M. 1905
Daum, Elizabeth 1906
Dayidson, Mary E. 1904
Dayton, Caroline W. 1907
Dean, Grace M. 1903
Deane, Lotta L. 1906
Dennis, Renetta F^. 1906
Denny, Florence 1904
Deppen, Clara N. 1907
Dewar, Maude 1904
Dewey, Oliye C. 1905
Dii'.r.i.E, Josi:piiine 1905
HniiiL- Address
S.S Johnson Park, Buffalo, \. ^",
100 Park St., Montclair, N.J.
33 White St., Taunton, Ma.s.s.
West Chester, I'a.
16 Fenno St., Ko.xhury, Mass.
Wolfeboro, N. H.
239 West Seventy-si.xth St., New \'ork
Hanihuri;-, Sussex Co., N.J. [^"'tv
40 Hi,<;hhind Ave., Waterbury, Conn.
92 Lincohi Ave., Newark, N. J.
38 Church St., Montclair, N.J.
32 Lee St.. Cambridge, Mass.
Oakmont, Pa.
8 Pearl St., Fitchburg', Mass.
590 High St.. West Medford. Mass.
Sterhng-, 111.
198 Metropolitan Ave., Roslindale, .Ma.ss.
Conneaut, Ohio
31 I West Eighth St., Plainfield, N. W
Westminster Depot, Ma.ss.
Warren, Conn.
16 Magoun Ave., Medford, Mass.
Rochester, N. H.
428 Norwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
428 Norwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.




513 North Court St.. Ottumwa, Iowa
1630 Washington Ave., Scran ton, Pa.
700 Nicollet Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Tipton, Iowa
181 Temple St., Fredonia, N. Y.
3120 Kimbark Ave., Chicago, 111.
1216 Ninth Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Shamokin, Pa.
2833 Slieridan Road, Chicago, 111.
'I'oulon, 111.
Marshall, Mich.



















DuT( iiiiK, Dais\' <;.




















Emmons, Blanc he F.
FInos, Grac e E.
Rank Hdiiic Address
i()o6 Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.
1906 OxforcL Ma.ss.
i()o6 273 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.
K)o6 1012 Santa Vc St., Atchison, Kan.
I ()04 15rcwster. .\. \'.
'0°3 73' \\';ishington Ikiilding, Cliicago. 111.
ICJ05 51 High St., Geneva, X. \'.
1(^03 1507 Walnut St., PhihuU-lphia, I'a.
ICJ04 1502 North I5tli St.. Philadclpliia, Pa.
1903 Shushan, N. Y.
1906 4210 Prairie Ave., Chicago, ill.
1903 104 Pearl St., Fitchburg, Mass.
ic)o6 .Sandwich, Mass.
1905 76 P>erkeley Ave.. Orange, N. J.
1903 52 Piedmont St., Worcester, Ma.ss.
1906 131 West Third St., Duluth, Minn.
1907 Jewett Ave., West New lirighton, Staten
1904 Hopedale, Mass. [Island, N. \'.
1906 1 13 Chene St., Detroit, Mich.
1904 944 North Main St., Rockford. 111.
1905 Townsend, Mass.
1905 R. R. No. I, North P.end, Neb.
1905 Urbana, Ohio
1904 232 President St., Brooklyn, N. V.
1906 146 Magazine St., Cambridge, Mass.
1905 1509 Gilpin Ave., Wilmington, Del.
1903 Lisle, Brown Co.. N. V.
1906 East Walnut St., Titusville, Pa.
1904 157 .South Main St., Gloversville, N. Y.
1906 747 .Scoville Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
1905 S42 Clinton Ave.. South Rochester, N. Y.
1906 (Irand Junction, Col.
1906 (Irafton, Mass.
1904 Guilford, Mass.
1905 103S Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
1905 1 09 South Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.
1906 College Hill, Ohio
1903 Peace Dale, R. I.
1903 202 East Ellsworth St., Denver, Col.
1906 841 Washington .-Vve., Denver. Col.











































i(p4 35 East St., North Attleboro, Mass.
1906 University Heights, New York City
1906 Franklin ¥d\h, N. H.
1903 <S .South Pine St., Dover, N. H.
1906 FrankHn Falls, N. H.
1906 322 No. Meridian St., Indianapolis, in
1906 75 Beech St., Arlington. N. J.
1905 267 Orange Road, Montclair, N. j.
1904 Linden St., VVellesley, Mass.
1906 Abington, Plymouth Co., Mass.
1905 I 16 Orchard St., Newark, N.J.
1904 29 Vale St., Springfield. Mass.
1904 1 124 \'ine St., Denver, Col.
1905 8 Middle St., Nashua, N, H,
1904 Punxsutavvney, Pa.
1905 Brookings, S. D.
1905 154 Pleasant St., Atdeboro, Mass.
1905 154 Pleasant St., Attleboro, Mass.
S 17 Montrose St., Boston, Mass.
'9°3 3^^ Linden St., Allston, Mass.
1904 84 Burke St., Nashua, N. H.
1906 Walton, Delaware Co., N. Y.
1906 916 Fourtli Ave., Council Bluffs, Iowa
1905 29 Summit Road, Medford, Mass.
1904 94 Hoffman Ave., Columbus, Ohio
1906 28 W'annalancit St., Lowell, Mass.
1905 Wakefield, N. H.
1906 4 Hough St., Dover, N. H.
1904 259 Essex St., Beverly, Ma.ss.
1903 Glendale, Ohio
1906 I 107 West Sears St., Deni.son, Texas
1904 631 Burns Ave, Wyoming, Ohio
1906 Bradford, Pa.
1904 Milton Mills, N. H.
1906 81 Woburn .St., Reading, .\Lass.
1905 Caldwell, N.J.
1904 Atlantic Highlands, N.J.
1906 Waketield, Mass.
1904 143 W^est Main .St., Plymouth. Pa.












































904 375 Haverliill St., Lawrence, Mass.
903 P^remont. Neb.
905 221 Southeast Ave., Oak I'ark, III,
905 Welle.sley Hills, Ma.ss.
903 Ellsworth, Maine
905 15 Central Park West, New York City
905 34 West P'iftieth St., New York City
905 Marshall, Mich.
905 ^\ Edgewood Place, Cleveland, Ohio
904 West S tough ton, Mass.
906 Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.
904 ''5329 Burbridge St., (lermantown. Pa.
90^) 1.S24 Longfellow Boul., -St. Louis, Mo.
905 Norwalk. Ohio
906 North Darthmouth, Mass.
906 La Plata, Mo.
907 Monticello, N. Y.
905 5226 Westminster Place, Pittsburg, Pa.
907 820 Second Ave., Eau Claire, Wis.
903 44 Pond St., Natick, Mass.
903 Newfoundland, Wavne Co., Pa.
904 103 South Broad St.. Norwich, N. ^'.
904 103 South Broad St., Norwich, N. Y.
905 53 Gushing St.. Waltham, Mass.
906 205 East Ninth St., I'lainheld, N. J.
903 Wellesley Hills, Ma.ss.
904 68 Prospect St., Fall River, Ma.ss.
906 172 Prospect St., Manchester, N. H.
905 P. O. box 153. Walla Walla. Wash.
906 F2ast Jaffrey, N. H.
906 vSaint Albans. \'t.
903 22 Boynton St.. Worcester, Mass.
906 22 Boynton St., Worcester, Mass.
906 Conneant, Ohio
905 105 Cherrv St., Towanda, Pa.
906 Frveburg, Maine
906 Wyoming, Ohio
906 Columbus Ave., Sandusky. Ohio
906 Buttonwoods, R. 1.
905 605 Christian .St., .Shreveporl. La.









































Hat( H. Grace E.
\anU Home Address
904 32 Broadhead Ave., Jamestown, X. ^'.
903 1212 Turner Place, Jacksonville, Ind.
905 17 Bernice .A.ve., Woonsocket. 1\. 1.
906 583 Twenty-fifth St., Ogden, I 'tali
905 Waterford, N. Y.
906 526 State St., Ithaca, X. V.
907 East Pepperell, Mass.
906 Knoxville, Pittsburg. Pa.
907 261 Lexington Ave., Passaic, X. J.
906 16 Grover .St., Lvnn, Mass.
905 73 Bay .St., (;iens P'alls, X. V.
906 313 East Ninth St., Charlotte, N. C.
905 109 Clark St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
906 7S2 Ellis St., San Francisco, Cal.
906 1670 Lexington Ave., Cleveland, O.
<)05 Aurora. Neb.
903 5433 Wayne Ave., Germantown. Pa.
906 West Acton, Ma.ss.
906 Bridgeton. Maine
905 587 Lafayette A\e.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
903 917 West Fifth St., Plainfield, N.J.
905 820 Princess .St.. Wilmington, X. C.
906 Glendale, Ohio
904 Rapid City, S. 1).
905 North Paterson, X.J.
903 Malabar, Florida
905 East Lexington, Mass.
<}05 532 Morris Ave., Elizabeth, N.J.
904 .Silver Creek, N. Y.
903 582 East Main St., Bradford, I'a.
903 31 Roseville Ave., Newark, X. j.
906 1008 North CoiH-t. Ottumwa, Iowa
907 Otego. X. \'.
906 Caldwell, N. J.
904 50 Buckingham Ave., Waterbury, Conn.
(;o6 38 Holland Ave., Westfield, Mass.
(.pC) 531 Nineteenth .St., Rock Island. 111.
904 207 Pine .St., Holyoke, Mass,
903 13 Park Ave., Natick, Mass.






Hazelton, Blanc hi: M.
Heaford, Ethel W
Heukr, Ai.k e E.











































































500 East Fifth St., Jamestown, N. V.
Walton, Delaware Co., N. V.
92 Beach St.. Maiden, Mass.
I \'ine St., Amesbury, Ma.ss.
3634 Vernon Ave., Chicago, III.
1003 Bonnie Brae St., Los Ani^eles, Cal.
Passaic, N.J.
315 West 105th St., New York Citv
•' Terrace Heights," Davenport, Iowa
12S West Rayen Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
75 Congress St., Newark, N.J.
619 North Tejou, Colorado Springs, Col.
609 Avenue B, Sterling, 111.
Meriden, Conn.
Portsmouth, N. H.
R. F". D., No. I, Norwich, Conn.
3233 Michigan Ave., Ciiicago, 111.
271 Oakwood Boul., Chicago, 111.
Riverton, Burlington Co., N.J.
93 Pleasant St., Arlington. Ma.ss.
Saint Joseph, Mich.
Ayer, Mass.
207 Sigourney St., Hartford, Conn.
Osterville, Cape Cod. Ma.ss.
Merion, Pa.
I 52 I Nicollet Ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.
313 Perrin Ave., La Fayette, Ind.
4569 Pine St., Saint Louis, Mo.
Sutton, Mass.
222 Cumberland St., Portland. Maine
12 Park St., Lynn, Mass.
1058 Jackson Ave., New \'oik Citv
New Brighton, Staten Island, .\. ^.
138 Clinton Ave., Newark, N. [.
162 Clifton Ave., Campello, Mass.
2424 Lydia Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Washington St., Wellcslev. I\Liss.
Berlin, N. H.
Sa.\ton\s River, \'t.
34 Grove St.. North I'laintield. N.J.











































905 9 L'nion Place, Newton, Sussex Co., N.J.
905 19 Oak Ave., Worcester, Mass.
()04 10 Clareniont St., Worcester. Mass.
S 96 Seymour Ave., Derby, Conn.
()o6 731 County St., New Bedford, Mass.
905 364 Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
906 3 South Front St., Wheelint^, \V. \'a.
906 Montecito, Cal.
903 245 West 104th St., New York City
905 265 West Main St., New Britain. Conn.
905 725 South Seventh St., Springfield. 111.
903 495 East Pine St., Portland, Ore.
904 5125 Jefferson Ave., Chicago, 111.
906 5125 Jefferson Ave.. Chicago, III.
904 Milton, Mass.
904 2244 Grove St., Denver, Col.
905 1207 Mulberry St., Muscatine, Iowa
904 45 North Fifth St., Ironton, Ohio
904 171 Hancock St., Cambridge, Mass.
.S 785 Boston Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
906 430 South .Salina St., Syracuse, N. ^'.
905 1 105 Delaware Ave., Buffalo. N. \'.
905 72 High St., Woburn, Mass.
905 226 Windermere Ave., Wayne, Pa.
903 303 South Rankin St., Natchez, Miss.
906 Barre, Mass. [^ity. I'tah
906 49 North Second -St., West, Salt Lake
904 317 Main St., Penn Yan, N. Y.
(J04 S Highland Ave., Natick, Mass.
904 98 West Central St.. Natick. Mass.
905 156 West Canton St., Boston. Mass.
905 Box 52, Wellesley, Mass.
906 Westgrove, Chester Co., Pa.
903 15 Grove St., Natick, Mass.
906 419 North Court St.. Ottumwa, Iowa
905 1441 Jackson BouL, Chicago, III.
9°5 '33' Suscjuehanna .St., I larrisburg. Pa.
904 Delaware, Ohio













































igo6 2408 Humboldt Ave., South Minneapolis,
1905 60 Court St., Plattsburgh, N. \'. [Minn.
1904 120 Cliveden Ave., (iermantown,' I'a.
1905 SalLsburg, Pa.
1906 49 Wall St., New \'ork City
1905 Richwood, W. \'a.
1906 353 Edgewood Ave., New Haven, Conn.
1903 16 Rundel Park, Rochester, N. Y.
1905 589 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
1904 Claremont, Cal.
1904 449 Locust Ave., (iermantown. Pa.
'9°
5
573 West- Ferry St., Buffalo. N. \'.
1903 Irvington-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.
1905 6223 Lawnton St., Roxborough, I'hihi-
1905 West Acton, Mass. [delphia. Pa.
1905 Conklin, Broome Co., N. Y.
1905 14 Chestnut St., Auburn, N. Y.
1904 634 Eighteenth St., Rock Island, 111.
S I 15 I Logan Ave., Denver, Col.
1904 I 151 Logan Ave., Denver, Col.
1906 1340 Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1 906 137 Livingston Ave., New Brunswick, N
.J.
1903 Somerville, N. J.
1903 44 South Common St., Lynn, Mass.
igo6 124 East 13th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
1906 1741 Columbia Road, Washington, D. C.
1904 1027 Locust St., Allegheny, Pa.
1903 1025 Fifth St., San Diego, Cal.
1903 f^JiS Landsdowne Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
1906 303 So. Rebecca St., E.E. Pittsburg, Pa.
1904 21 Addi.son .St., Gloucester, Mass.
1904 Hotel Balmoral, New York City
1903 Hollidaysburg, Pa.
1906 Adams, Jeffer.son Co., N. Y.
1905 88 Prospect Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
1903 369 East Fifty-fust St., Chicago, III.
1 906 5400 Jeffer.son Ave., H yde Park (Chicago)
1904 Castine, Maine [III.
1906 Rochester, Mass.
1906 75 Hamilton St., Geneva, N. Y.
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Name Rank
LiNCoi-N, Mii.DKEi) F. igo6
Lincoln, Ruth F. 1904
Linn. CatheivInk L. 1()04
Little, Eva F. 1905
Little, ^L\R(;AKET 1903
Little, ALakv \'. 1903
LlTTLEFIELD, (tRACE G. 1 906
Li ovi), Marcia O. 1906
L(H KE, Ellen C. 1906
Locke. EuciENiA 1903
LoDWKK, Eu(;enie 1905
LoKER, Lillian G. 1906
L()N(,, Julia J. 1906
LooMis. AL\KV L. 1903
Loos, Louise M. 1905
Lord, EuizAiiETii 1904
Lord, Kate L 11)03
LovEjov, Marv E. 1905
Lucas, Helen E. 1903
Luff, Annie \'. 1904
Lukens, Evanceline 1903
LuKENS, Gertrude 1904
LusK, Minnie E. 1903
Lyon, Ruth *" 1904
McAlpine, J. L 1906
Macartney, Catherine LI. 1903
McCACiUE, Eliza J. 1905
McCACiUE, Mary K. 1905
McClelland, Myrtie G. 1906
McClure, Annie B. 1904
McCord, Lettice 1903
McCoy, Helen R. 1905
McCoy, Marc; a ret E. 1904
McCuRDY, Lena J. 1905
McCuTCHEON, Theodora U. 1903
Macdonald, Eleanor W. 1CJ04
McDonald, Lillian A. 1904
Machax, Isabella S. C.
McHenrv, Mary B. 1905
McIl\vain, Mary C. 1903
Home Address
44 Heath St., Somerville, Mass.
92 East Main St., Norwich, N. Y.
Denver, Col.
Tenth .St., ]5LU"lini;ton, Iowa
.San Bernardino, Cal.
321 Linden .St., Memphis, Tenn.
Ogunciuit, Maine
2336 Harris Ave., Norwood, Cincinnati,
East Lexington, Mass. [Ohio
46 Davenport .St., North Adams, Mass.
Fergusson, Mo.
Cochituate, Mass. [lyn, N. Y.
King's Highway and Ocean Ave., Brook-
Pine Woods Ave., Troy, N. Y.
132 Salem Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Stow, Mass.
.Stafford .Springs, Conn.
64 Broad St., Lynn, Mass.
East Carver, Mass.
620 North Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, 111.
Oxford, N.J.
Oxford, N.J.
Warsaw, Wvoming Co., N. V.
Redlands, Cal.
297 Hyde Park Ave., Hyde Park, Ma.ss.
The Kirkwood, Des Moines, Iowa
409 Morewood Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
409 Morewood Ave., Pittsbmg, Pa.
Raw.son, Hancock Co., Ohio
Paris, Bourbon Co., Ky.
362 (jreenwood Ave., Blue Island. 111.
Mound City, Mo.
317 East Mulberry St., Lancaster, Ohio
\\'voming, Ohio
16 Mayo Ave., Greenwich, Conn. [Ohio
Cor. Church & Chestnut Sts., Chillicothe,
738 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
78 Halsey St., Brooklyn, N. ^.




McIntvre, J. Louise 1905
McKearnix, Jennie E. 1904
Mackie, Makv M. 1905
M( KiNNEV, Marv a. 1903
MacKinnon, Em, a C. 1906
McLauthlix, Sara L. 1903
MacLellan, Edna L. 1906
McManus, Katharine I\. 1906
MacMichael. Ethelwvn St. C. 1906
Macomber, Bessie P. 1906
MacOueen, Alice E. 1906
McTaggart, Ethel M. 1904
McWiLLiAMS, Anna A. 1906
Mainhardt, Florence 1905
Maltbv, Laura C. 1906
Man ATT, Helen 1903
Manchester, Ellen R. 1905
Max DEL, Florence S
Mansfield, Corinxe S. 1906
Mapes, Lucy 1906
Marc H, Bertha G
Marcv, Ida C. 1906
Marks, Jeanxette A. G
Marlaxd, Marv K. 1903
Marquaxd, Fanny E. 1906
Marsh, Sarah F. 1904
Marshall, Alice F. 1904
Marstox, Elizabeth Le B. 1905
Marston, Mary G. 1905
Martin, P'lorence Agnes 1905
Marvin, Gertrude L. 1906
Marvin, Jessie A. 1904
Mather, Mary Alk e 1906
Max\vell, Janet 1905
Maxwell, L. Margaret 1903
May, Eleanor C. 1903
Mavnari), A(iXEs E. 1905
Mayxard, Elsie de R. 1906
Meehax, Cecil!-: R. 1906
Mecjee, Florex( e C. 1906
Home Address
Hillside St., Milton, Mass.
Proctor, \'t.
47 Lansing St., Utica, N. V.
326 Frederick Ave., Se\vickle\ , Pa.
626 Richmond Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
230 Clifton St., Maiden, Ma.s.s.
105 Park St., Bridgeport, Conn.
14 Cochituate St., Natick, Mass.
824 Sandusky St., Allegheny, Pa.
9 West Britannia St., Taunton, Mass.
25 No. St. Bernard St., Philadelphia, Pa.
35 Somerset St., Worcester, Mass.
I 7 Castleton Ave., W. New Brighton, S.I.,
I 31 2 Cherry St., Kansas City, Mo. [N.Y.
503 East Fifth St., Jamestown, N. Y.
15 Keene St., Providence, R. 1.
13 Newport Ave., Newport, R. 1.
3409 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
I 718 North Illinois St., Indianaj)()lis, Ind.
831 North Main St., Hutchin.son, Kan.




392 South Columbu.s Ave., Mt. X'ernon,
Danvers Center, Mass. [N. Y.
150 Newtonville Ave., Newton, Mass.
1210 Ash St., San Diego, Cal.
1 2 10 Ash St., San Diego, Cal.
268 Highland Ave., Fall River, Mass.
Fort Douglas, Utah
849 Liberty St., .Meadville, Pa.
112 Fort Hill Ave., Lowell, Mass.
372 Castle St., Geneva, N. Y.
372 Castle St., Geneva, N. Y.
205 West 57th St., New York City
Erieville, N. Y.
Erieville, N. Y. [IIL
1 1 16 Pennsylvania Ave., East St. Louis,
4809 Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia, Pa,
1^2 THE LEGENDA
Xamo Rink 1 Ionic Address
Metcalf, Mabel A. iq^s 93 \'ernon St., I.owell, Mass.
MiLi.KK, Elizaheth E. \()^s -^ (">rcen Ave., Madi.son, N.J.
Miller, Em>l\ II. 1905 309 La Crande Ave.. I'laintield, X. j.
Miller, Ernestine L. 1903 Wellsborough, I'a.
Miller, Mary Olive 1904 29 Wt. Fourth St., Mount \einon, X. \'.
Miller, Maid 1903 622 Et. Twenty-sixth St., I'aterson, N.J.
MiLLiKEN, Makii: II. 1906 305 Winebiddle Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
Mills, Emily W. 1903 50 Chestnut St., Oneonta, N. V.
MoFFETT, Ci..\R.v LoiisE 1907 945 Grand Traverse St., Flint, Mich. [Pa.
Monroe, P^leanok P. 1904 330 Gowen Ave., Mt. .\iry, Philadelphia,
MoNiXiO.MERY, Hazel G. 1906 16 Nevada Block, San Francisco, Cal.
Moody, Ethel I. 1904 32 Winnemay St., Natick, Mass.
Moody, Lallie J. 1905 Sylvan, Lamar Co., Texas
Moore, Edith 1905 136 West State St., Trenton, N. J.
Moore, Edna 1906 829 Kensington Ave., i'laintield. N. j.
More, Clara S. 1904 7 Soldiers' PI., ButTalo, N. Y.
MoROAN, Anna H. 1906 New London, Conn.
MoRCiAN, ErHEL G. 1906 76 Main Ave., Ocean (irove, N.J.
MoRCiAN, M.\RTHA L. 1 90<') I CO Mount X'ernon St., Fitchburg, Mass.
Morrison, Gertrude 1906 iS South Water St., Sharon, Pa.
Morrison, Ione P. 1906 32 Et. Seventh St.. Salt Lake City, Utah
Morrison, Djla M. 1906 61 High St., Newton, N.J.
Morrow, Jllie M. 1904 17 West S4th St., New York City
Morrow, Marie J. 1905 17 West 84th St., New York City
Morse, Ethel A. 1905 9 Whittemore St., West Roxbury, Mass.
Morse, Lelia D. 1903 i'utnam. Conn.
MosENFELDER, Blanc HE S 1 8o8 Twentieth St., Rock Island, 111.
Moulton, Mary II. 1906 704 Central Ave., Dover, N. H.
Muri'HY, Clara D. 1906 Pitt.stield, Pike Co., 111.
Murrell. Mar(;aret Theresa 1906 2015 East Eighth St., Kansas City, .Mo.
Muzzy, Adrienne Florence 1905 47 Prospect Place, I5ristol. Conn.
Neal, Mary Hester 1906 45 North Fifth St., Newark, Ohio
Nelson, Carolyn P. 1905 Warrenton, Va. [Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Neuhauser, Bijou W. 1903 Southeast cor. Thirteenth and Chestnut
Nevin, Oline a. 1905 '')i8 Aiken Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
Newhall, F:lisa B. 1905 47 Broad St., Lynn, Mass.
Newhakt, C. Grace 1903 Hampshire Arms, Minneapolis, Minn.
Newton, Aiiiue H. 1904 126 Huntington PI., Mt. Auburn, Cincin-
Nickelson, Mary E. 1906 Adams, Jefferson Co., N. Y. [nati, O.
NiCKERSON, Marjorie L. 1903 Eliot St., Milton. Mass.
NINK'IKKN THRKK
Xamo





















































































143 Hillside Ave., Waterhury, Conn.
Wellesley PI ills, Mass.
411 Main St., Burlinirton, \'t.
41 Broad .St., Lvons N. ^.
Wellesley, Mass.
Webster, Monroe Co., N. N .
Key port, N.J.
5 Mulhciry St.. Middletown, N. \'.
1838 North Delaware .St., Indianapolis,
Wellesley, Mass. [Ind
Cochran, Ind.
506 Sherman Ave., Allegheny, Pa.
Manchester, \'t.
4737 Kimbark Ave., Chicago, III.
Verona, Oneida Co., N. V.
551 North St., Pittsfield, Mass.
100 Prospect .St., Brockton, Mass.
W'ellesley, Mass.
Wellesley, Mass.
507 Washington St., New Dorchester,
4 Lincoln St., Natick, Mass. [Mass.
1228 Corona .St.. Denver. Col.
Chardon, Ohio
401 Fremont .St., Auburndale, .Mass.
Peacedale, R. I.
197 Douglas Ave., St. Johns, N. B., Can
9 Richard.son Ave., Wakefield, Ma.ss.
Maple Ave., Edgewood Park, Pa.
277 Linden St., Holyoke, Ma.ss.
Welsh Hill.s. Newark. Ohio
362 South Franklin St., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
31 \'inson .St., Dorchester, Mass.
Bo.\ 47, Holliston, Mass.
Waban St., Wellesley, Ma.ss.
5 Parkham St., Westboro, Mass.
1389 Harri.son .St.. Oakland, Cal
73 Prospect Ave., .Milwaukee. Wis.
"/() Winthro]) .Ave , Wollaston. .Mass.



















































































64 Nahant Sl, Lynn, Mass.
76 Nortli La Fayette St., A'alparaiso, IncL
234 East Ave., Oak Park, 111.
208 Pleasant St., Laconia, N. H.
20S Pleasant vSt., Laconia, N. H.
32 Cirove Hill, New Britain, Conn.
164 Sargeant St., Hartford, Conn.
Hillside, Maine
175 Van Dyke Ave., Detroit, MiciL
834 North East St., Indianapolis, Ind.
185 South Eleventh St., Newark, N. J.
Shelbyville, Ky.
20 Trowbridge Ave., Newtonville, Ma.ss.
33 Prospect Ave., Revere, Mass.
33 Prospect Ave.. Revere, Ma.ss.
Brooklield, Ma.ss.
lieattyville, Lee Co., Ky.
Silver Creek, N. V.
5 Court St., Natick, Mass.
Lawrenceville, N. J.
125 Union St., Wheaton, 111.
Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y.
324 West Third St., Elyria, Ohio
4463 Westminster PI., St. Louis, Mo.
52S North Marengo Ave., Passadena.Cal.
217 Seymour St., Syracuse, N. Y.
31 Austin St., Newtonville, Mass.
Castine, Maine
19 Boyd St., Newton, Ma.ss.
1754 S St., N.W., Wa.sliinoton, D.C.
Cheyenne, Wyo.
A miller. Pa.
414 Maple Ave., Oak Park. III.
Ravenna, Ohio
5 Oxford Terrace, Boston, Mass.
201 Walnut St., Corning, N. \'.
Ridley Park, Delaware Co., Pa.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Ea.st Wind.sor Hill, Conn.
Chagrin Fall.s, Ohio

























Scan LIN, Marouekite K.
Schaefer, Flora E.


























































2004 Nortli Meridian .St., Indianapolis,
Wyiiiiewood, Pa. [Ind.
2004 North Meridian St., Indianapolis,
p:il.s\vorth, Maine [Ind.
Ellsworth, Maine
230 Central Ayc., Fredonia, N. V.
43S Kenilworth Ave., Oak Park, 111.
153 Walnut Ave., Roxbury, Ma.ss.
Circleville, Ohio
Canton, S. D.
43 Hillside Ave., Waterbury, Conn.
218 Wyoming St., Syracuse, N. Y.
36 Lorillard PL, New York City
51 West Main St., Port Jervis, N. Y.
8 Bow St., Taunton, Mass.





Orington Ave., Bay Ridge, Brooklvn,
P. O. box 374, Saco, Maine [N. Y.
1024 West Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
813 Poplar St., Cincinnati, Ohio
21 West Tulpelrocken St., Germantown,
3015 Horner Boul., Denver, Col. [Pa.
232 South Forty-first St., Philadelphia, Pa.
2S05 Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Oil City, Pa.
Highland Park, 111.
6214 Wayne Ave., (^lermantown, l*a.
606 Summer St., Nashville, Tenn.
Occidental Hotel, Seattle. Wash.
Babylon. N. \\
6 Elm St., Westerly, R. 1.
46 Chestnut Ave., Waterburv, Conn.
I 10 Montclair Ave.. Newark, N. J.
10 1 Newark Ave., Bloonifield, N. J.
45 Crescent Ave., Maiden, Mass.
Marengo, 111.



















































































Washiniilon St., \\'cllcslc\- Hills, Mass.
102 Waverly PL. New York City
137 West Main St., Middletown, N. V.
We.stport, Mass.
Jay St., New Bri.>;liton. N. Y.
3,S Middle St., Rockland, Maine
209 Prospect St., Herkimer, N. Y.
1 149 Walnut St., Newton High'ds, Mass.
1S05 California Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Addison, Maine
Bound Brook, N.J.
222 South Ave., Bradford, Pa.
S Mellen St., Cambridge, Mass.
201 Oak Ave., Ithaca, N. Y.
Buckland, Mass.
Carmi, 111.
•' The Castle," Irving Ave., Syracuse,
55 Elliot St.. Watertown, Mass. [N.Y.
Martin's Ferrv, Ohio
704 Nineteenth St., Des Moines, Iowa
41 Nixon St., New Dorchester, Mass.
2905 Campbell St., Kansas City, Mo.
846 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Rockland. Mass.
Glen Allan, Mi.ss.
233 Lincoln St., Worcester, Mass.
Monson, Mass.
15 W^alker Ave., Troy, N. Y.
65 Forest .St., Hartford, Conn.
1030 Case Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Center Lovell. Maine
24S Home Ave., Oak Park, 111.
1525 Pearl St.. Denver. Col.
1525 Pearl St., Denver, Col.
526 Church Ave., Allegljeny, Pa.
1 610 Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
300 Stuyvesant Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Clinton, Conn.
iS Church St., Great Barrington, Ma.ss.
123 West Seventh St.. Plaintield, N. J.
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23 Orkney Kd., Boulevard Station, Brook-
120 Higli St., Belfast, Maine [line,Mass.
1393 East Main St., Columbus, Ohio
1023 North Jack.son St., Sta. A, Topeka,
Needham, Mass. [Kan.
160 Merrick Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
424 North Weber St., Colorado Sjjjrings,
Gorham, N. H. [Col.
702 South Richard St., Joliet. 111.
Auburndale, Mass.
18 Eliot St., Cambridge, Mass.
749 Myrtle Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
832 Wilson Ave., Chicago. 111.
27 Pearl St., Middleboro, Mass.
81 Osborn St., Johnston, Pa.
26 Cherry St., North Adams. Mass.
East Machias, Maine
Talcottville. Conn.
Box 17 A, Middletown, Conn.
71 Chestnut Ave., Waterburv, Conn.
Fallsington, Pa.






1 1 Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
31 Sterling St., West Newton, Mass.
Wister St., Germantown, Pa.
40 Mather St., Dorchester, Ma.ss.
1204 Eleventh Ave., Greeley, Col.
93 Granite St., Quincy, Mass.
30 Elgin St., Newton Centre, Mass.
30 Elgin St., Newton Centre, Mass.
1006 Third St., Salt Lake C\t\-, Utah
15 Princeton St., East Boston, Mass,
18 May St., Aurora, III.
Calais, Maine
47 East Twentv-ninth St., New\()rk Citv
',^H 1 11 K L K i] K N DA
Naiiu- Rank
Toi.LES, Edith M. S
ToRRENCE, Ann Rehecca 1903
TORREV, EUZAHETH C. I903
TowNSEND, Marion L. 1904
TowNSEND, Mary E. 1905
Trovillo, Bessie 190(^1
Trov, Minnie H. 1904
Trvon, Dorothy 1906
Tucker, Bessie H. 1905
Tucker, Emma G. 1906
Tufts, Hilda A. 1905
Turner, \'era 1905
TuRNEY, Lizzie M. 1903
Tuttle, Ella 1904
TuTTLE, Florence P. 1906
Tuttle, Maude M. 1906
Tyler, Alma G. 1905
Tyler, Julia G. 1904
Tyler, Ray M 1906
Ui'ham, Edith S. 1906
\'an Cott, Pearl 1906
\'an Nuys, Annis 1903
\'an Wa(;enen, Florence 1903




Walcott, Ruth A. 1905
Waldo, Bertha 1905
Waldron, Mai'>el H. 1906
Wales, Helen L. 1904
Wales, Hortense E. ('•
Walmsley, Alice F. 1906
Walrad, Anna 1906
Waples, Helen R. 1905
Ward, Miriam D. 1906
Ware, Gertrude K. 1906
Ware, Gertrude May 1904
Warfield, RuiiY E. 1903
Warner, S. Eleanor 1904
Home Address
1 16 Fairview Ave., Naugatuck, Conn.
522 South Branson St., Marion, Ind.
Lakeliurst, N. j.
16 Pearl St., (ilen.s Falls, N. V.
432 Westmin.ster Ave., Elizal)etli, N. J.
Abingdon, Knox Co., III.




Wolfvi He. N. S.
Colfax, Iowa
Paris, Ky.
173 (ireat Plain Ave., Needham, Mass.
South Acton, Mass.
185 Lewis St., Lynn, Mass.
Exeter, N. H.
William and Mary College, Williamsburg,
2560 Jefferson Ave., Ogden, Utah [Va.
38 Fruit St., Worcester, Mass.
169 East First St., Salt Lake City, Utah
1445 \Vest Sixth St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Oxford, N. Y.
911 (3ak St., Indianapolis, Ind.
145 Madison Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Baldwinsville, Onondaga Co., N. Y.
833 West Third St., Williamsport, Pa.
260 Main St., Hud.son, Mass.
1834 Fifth Ave., Troy, N. Y.
38 Deering St., Portland, Maine
Stoughton, Mass.
Bridgton, Maine
119 Marston Ave., Eau Claire, Wis.
13 Lincoln Ave., Cortland, N. Y.
Fort Worth, Texas
Huntsville, Ala.
1 16 West Wayne Ave., Wayne, Pa.
Hingham, Mass.
Oakdale, Mass.
Montrose, Suscjuelianna Co., Pa.
NM N E r E E N T H R E E
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Xanie Rank
WaKKEX, AOKLINK M. 1 906
Warken, Frances }\. 1903
WarrI'.n, Jessie R. 1906
Watkins, Marv E. 1906
Watson, Bertha S. 1904
Watson, Esther M. 1907
Watson, Helen 1905
Waxham, Ethel P. 1905
Weathekbee. Caroline L. 1904
Webber, Margaret D. 1904
Weber, Hilda L. 1903
Webster, Frances M. 1904
Welch, Laura A. 1903
Wells, Emily P. 1905
Wells, Gladys M. 1907
Wells, Gladys 1905
Welton, (Gertrude W. 1903
Welty, Elizabeth B. 1904




Whidden, Ednah F. 1903
Whitaker, Catherine C. 1906
Whitaker, Harriet B. 1904
White, Effie A. 1903
White, Helen L. igo6
Whiting, Ruth E. 1906
Whitney, Edith Irene 1903
Whitney, Edith Lillian 1906
Whiiney, Ruth 1903
Whclean, Minnie L. 1904
WicKHAM, Marie C. 1906
Wilcox, Julia B. 1907
Wii.KiNs. ZoRA P. 1904
\\'ii.i.(()x, Harriet B. 1903
Williams, Gertrude E. 1905
Wrt^LiAMs, Helen M. 1906




1S6 Courtland Hill, Bridgeport, Conn.
Campbell, Steuben Co., N. Y.
Long Hill, Conn.
Newton, Bucks Co., Pa.
Weymouth, Ma.ss.
1 90 1 Colfax Ave., Denver. Col.
198 Broadway, Bangor, Maine
89 Lothrop vSt., Beverly, Mass.
1342 Forsyth Ave., Columbus, Ohio
12 Maple St., Auburn. N. Y.
Wellesley, Mass.
King.ston, R. I.
I Gale PI., Troy, N. Y.
Melbourne, Florida
47 Cooke St., Waterbury, Conn.
612 East Grove St., Bloomington, 111.
Ogden, LUah
Aurora, Neb.
I 156 Ninth St., Des Moines, Iowa
Concord, Mass.




The Kearsarge, North Conway, N. H.
163 Holabird Ave., Winsted, Conn.
304 Blossom St., Fitchl)urg, Ma.ss.
South Asiiburnhani, Ma.ss.
Harvard, Mass.
26 Kellogg St., Westtield, Ma.ss.
Mattituck, Long Island, N. Y.
115 Boulevard, Summit, N. J.
Middleton, Mass.
512 Washington Boul., Chicago, 111.
4 Orne St., Worcester, Mass.
4 Orne St., W^orcester, Mass.
87 Lincoln St., Bo.ston, Mass.
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N.iiiK- Rank
Wii.soN, Hessie v. 1906
Wii.soN, Janet K. S
Wilson, Kate G. 1903
Wilson, Lukena L. 1903
Win(;ek, Ruth 1906
WlNTRINGER, MaKN I). I903
Wise, Rriii C. 1903
WOLFEKMANN, ReITA C I906
WoLKsoN, Flora Janet 1905
Wood, Agnes R. - 1905
WooDi'.URY, Augusta 1903
WodDIUKV, (iRACE 1 904




Woodward, Sarah J. 1905
Wokthin(;ton, EuPHE>nA R. 1904
Wright, Helen G. 1906
Yeates, Mary E. 1906
Young, Anna M. 1905
Young, Ruth V. P. 1904
ZlMMERAL\NN, JULIET P. I905
lloiiu- Address
36 Washington St., Beverly, Mass. [fity
220 West Thirty-fourth St., New York
197 Ewing Ave., Oak ClitT, Dalhi.s, Tex.
3248 North Main St., l'"all River, Mass.
342 South Limestone St., Springfield, Oliio
223 North High St., Stubenville, Ohio
62 Prince St , West Newton, Mass.
I 15 West Wilson St., Streator, 111.
1517 Lydia Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Milbank, S. U.
13 Washington St., Beverly. Mass. .
33 Summer St., Dorchester. Mass.
Holliston, Mass.
300 Richard St., Joliet, 111.
Watertown, Conn.
369 Tenth St., Portland, Ore.
54 South Main St.. Concord, N. H.
165 Pawling Ave., Troy. N. Y.
I'oulon, .Stark Co.. 111.
319 West Main St., Norwich, Conn.
37 Crescent Ave., Newton Centre, Mass.
So I Market St., Williamsport, Pa.
I 105 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford, Mass.
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13 West Webster Avenue, Muskegon, Mich.
Dartmouth, Mass.
386 Case Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
1233 New Hampshire Avenue, Washington, D. C.
15 Georgia Street, Roxbury, Mass.
232 North Fifth Street, Reading, Fa.
Jackson, Mich.
Bowdoinham. Maine
The Logan, Cleveland, Ohio
419 Crescent Avenue, Buffalo. N. Y.
4<S Nicholson Place, Saint Louis. Mo.
337 Waverly .Avenue, Newton, Mass.
Needham, .Mass.
209 Shurtleff Street, Chelsea, Mass.
25 CJrove Street. Middleborough, Mass.
Rochester, N. H
.
Lake Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Wolcott, \'t.
100 Crawford Street, Ko.xburv, Mass.
Saint Mary's, Ohio
East Barrington, N. H.
170 Cilen Avenue, Council Bluffs, Iowa
427 Upper First Street, Evansville, Ind.




1 17 West Sixth Street, Kansas City, Mo.
43 Wooster Street, Allegheny, Pa.
675 North Broad .Street, Galesburg, Ind.
16/0 Wellington Avenue, Chicago, 111.
10 Village Street, Marblehead, Mass.
19 Highland Avenue, Middletown, N. \'.
222 .Xortli Jeffer.son Street, Dayton, Ohio
Nevvtonville, Mass.





Palmer, Sak ah R.
Patten, Marv


















64 Johnson Street, Lynn, Mass.
36 Arch Street, Providence, R. L
P'ernandina, Fhi.
Palatine, Cook County, 111.
65 Las Casas Road, Maiden, Mass.
15 Prospect Street, New Britain, Conn.
198 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
2501 Magnolia Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
722 Woodland Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
Plymouth, N. H.
59 East Brookline Street, Boston, Mass.
McClintock Avenue, Allegheny, Pa. »
Ayer, Mass.
266 Forest Street, Cleveland, Ohio
4406 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
38 Rhode Island Avenue, Newport, R. I.
33 Ivy Street, Boston, Mass.
Paris, Ky.
Calais, Maine







Harriet B. Willcox Vice-President
A\x K. Torrexce Recording Secy.
Adele Ogdex Corresponding Secy.
Mary H. Haines Treasurer
E. So I'
I HE Browx Scrgcant-al-Arnis
President




Flor. W. Hutsixpillar ) ^^'mmtifee
Ruth B. Abbott Custodian
C. Grace Newhart Editor ''Agora'"


























Class of Nineteen Hundred and Five
XiNA I). (iAGK














OF I C E R S
Makjokie L. Nickeksox
Olive \V. Sullivan I'ice-President
Marion E. Potter Recording Secy.
Ernestine L. Miller Cor. Secy.
President
S. Louise Auams
Maisel E. Emekson }
(jEorgina W. Sillcox \
I'reasiirer
l-'actoiui/is
Miss Chapin, Leah B. Friend, Betsey M. Todd, Execiiii'c >e Coniiiiitice













^Larcia C. M( Intire
AuKiAini Belle Hawes
Alice Walton
Class of Nineteen Hundred and Three




Class of Nineteen Hundred and Four
Chakloite S. I'owler
Marion E. Potter
Class of Nineteen Hundred and Five
Ellen \\. Man( hestek








C. Chkistai'.[:l Cannon .... President
Makv L. Loomis ]''ice-rresident Annis Van Nuvs Tirastircr
Christine L. Hkinkm an Kee. Secy. Cora Bltlicr )




K.ATHERINE I,EE BATES, 'So MaUV (i ER.A LI)1 \ F CiORDON, "oo





Class of Nineteen Hundred and Three
Makv L. Loomis
Evangeline Lukexs


























Ruth \. F. ^o^•^r,
I I I I IN RoliERTSON




Makv G. Marstox President
Henrietta R. Page \'ice-Fresident
Alice W. Stockwell Cor. Secy.
Marv (i. Rilev Recordini: Secretarv
Florence H. Russell 7'reasurer
Bessie W. Allen Custodian of House
Edith Moore First Factotum
Elizabeth Marston .Second Factotum































Class of Nineteen Hundred and Four
LcUISl-: HlNTKK
Kr III L. HiN riN(.T().\
Class of Nineteen Hundred and Five
Crkti-; W. Kim hall
Elizakkih L. li. Marstcin
Edith Moore












Flokenxe a. Noera Vice-President
Lizzie M. Turxev Correspoiidiiii:; Secy.
Julia G. Tvi.er Rcioniini:; Secretary AiuiiE Newton
C.ektrude .S( Hori'EKi.i: Treasurer Elsie Newtox
President






















Class of Nineteen Hundred and Three
( ; K R T K U D E S CI I O I I K K L K
















Caroline J. Roikiers .
Ki.siE \'. T. Ror.ERTs I'icc-Presidait
Hlan( HE P". Emmons Recordiiio; Seiv.







(iRA( E Clark /id/for '-'/'/ii' '/'/i/e B/iii"
Miwslials






M \ H I II \ I L Sn.-\( KFORU




Class of Nineteen Hundred and Three
1>|..\M HE 1'. Emmons
El. SI I-: \'. I'. l\(iiii;R 1 s
Caroline J. Rodcurs
















Class of Nineteen Hundred and Five
Jane S. Eaton Sara .A. Reed
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Wellesley Student Government Association
OFFICERS
Kate Lord, "03 ....





Alice Stock well, '03
^Mary Follett, '04 [-





Me//i/)ers of Execittii'e Board
Advisory Board
Emily W. Mills, '03 Kra.nces H. Wakrex, 'oj
Anna Scott, '04 (Ikace Crocker, '04
House Presidents
Blanche EiMmons, '03
Ann Rebecca Torrence, '03
Ruth Whitney, '03
Vera Bo wen, '03
Marie Hershey, '03
Helen Fitch, '03 .
(iRACE Simpson, '04




I'resident of College Hall










Kate Lord, (M-^y/Zr/c Kaiiierine Pa(;e, '03
Christabel Cannon, '03
15^ r H E L E G E N D A
The Christian Association
OFFICERS
Elizaheth C. Tdrrev. "03 PresMeiit




Cliain/ian of (ieiuTal Aid CoDiiiiittr,-
Clidiniiivi of Committee on /\etii^ions Meetinos
Cliiiiniuvi of Missionary Committee
Hef.EN D. Cook, '05
Hki.ex M. Coale, '03
M \r i)K S. jEssri', '04
M \KN I'. Katon. 'o|
Mary Caswei.i. (Faculty) .
Caroline M. Bkevfoglk (Faculty)
AiJELE 0(;r)EN. "04
Ethei. B. Doak, '04
Bessie \V. Allen, '04
Chairman of Mission Stm/v Committee
Chairman (>/' liible Stitdy ( onimittee









Kmilv Sophie Brown, '04
President
KMii.v G. Balch (Faculty)
Henrietta Page, '03
Emzaketh Taylor, '04
Hilda A. Tufts, '05






Elsie \ . Roherts, '03 .... President
Ruth S. Hart, '04 Vice-President Eleanor V. Monroe, '04 Treasurer
Elizabeth Le B. Marston, '05 Secy. Caroline P. Nelson, "05 Custoiiian
'5 + THE L E G E N D A
WWj-a, ^_ f^ns ^ ^
The Wellesley Magazine Board
Helen'E Buhlert, '03 . . . . Editor-iii-Chicf
Belle Smith, '03 . . . . . Associate Editor
Literary Editors
Marjorie Nickerson, '03 Clara More, '04
Elizabeth Conover, '03 Jlliet Povmek, '05
Carrie Holt, '03 .... Biisiiuss Manager
Betsey Todi\ '03
. . Assista/it Biisi/wss Manager
The Philosophy Club
Blan'che Emmons, '03








Belle Schlesinger, '03 . . .
Annis Van Nuys, '03 .
Ruth Whitney, '03 ... .
Eleanor McDonald, '04 . . .
Advisory Board








Ethi.i. Hi:ai-()RI). "04 Leader
FIRST MANDOLIN
Kl.SIE AlM'KI., "04














ZOE HaK II. "03










M \i<\ I'). JENKINS, '03 President
Frances G. Tekkv, '03 .
. . I'ice-l'resideiil
Annie Biuc e McCi.uke, '04 ... Secretary
Carolyn F. Nelson, '05 ... . Treasurer







Jessie D. Hai i
MAK^• 1;. Jl'.NKINs
^I.\R^ y. Little













President of tlie A titletit Assoeiatioii
Rowing Club
OFFICERS
Elisabeth Bass, '03 . . . President
Theouoka McCi'TCHEOx, '03 . Business Manaj^er
Lucii.E Eaton Him. ..... Coaeli
Frances Tekrv, 'oj Captain Jeannetie Kisdon, \y Captain
Jl'i.iET PoVNiEK, 'oj Captain
1903 Crew
Fkan( Es Tekkv, Captain
Krin Wiin'NK\', Co.x.swain





Al.\i<Y II. li,\iM:s, (5)
Frances 'I'ekkn', (4)
Claka S. Richards, {3)
'I'llllODORA McCUTCHEON, (2)





Faxxv Field, "04, Head ly Sport
RrTH Wise '03 Captain
Jane Breese '^V Captain
Rexetta Dexxis, Sciuad I >












Rl TU W'isi.. Captain
Marv Hl'I.l
Catherine Knodei.









































THIS, MY FRIENDS, IS DEDICATED
TO ALL THA T'S GETTING EDDICATED
WHAT WIM, IHK FKKSHMI.N DO N KX I \\:.\R
1 f)4 ^' L I F K A r \V E L L E S L E Y
•• True to Life."
vol.. 1. OKC, 190-J. N". 1.
410 (ioiiSK .VvKNiE, Wi-.i.i.i:sLi;v.
I'abtished at every opportunity. ^O.O.")
a year in advance.
No voluntary contributions will he
returned.
All illustratiom cof-icd right.
Address all change to us.
/^ r R object in Life is merely to
^^^ present you with the best-pre-
served of the old chestnuts. \\'e hope
you will welcome these ancient friends
— to us they seem quite fresh and
almost novel. They have been care-
fully resalted. We append the recip'-,
easily remembered because so similar
to the one for salted almonds :
Take chestnuts, boil to freshen, de-
nude of the stale crust or cuticle. Drop
in hot sauce, and sprinkle liberally
with salt. Drain, and dry well. Re-
peat liberally.— People seldom tire of
these. Take a supply to dinner with
you: they are excellent appetizers.
I\i\ V dear, let us whisper in your ear
what you may think a new idea.
We refer to the opening words of this
paragraph. Has it never impressed
you that this phrase is excessively
prevalent? That, whether it is shrieked
over a telephone, shied across the
campus or bellowed over a counter, it
betrays a lack of control that we hate
to have you display ? The words are
in place only tefore the body of a let-
ter. -'My UK.\R, are you dead f
"
.My uii.VR, will you have lemon?"
" But, my DEAK, you don't under-
stand I " Why continue ? Think of
the time it slipped from you when
you were talking opera to Professor
McDougall, and how affectionately
you saluted Mr. Ellis when you wanted
your package, and stop, ere you do
do worse things than this. There may
come to you, as you go forth into
the strenuous life, a time when you
want to say " my dear," and mean it.
What will vou do then?
T^llK strenuiias life"— though a
phrase first made popular by our
nation's chief— finds a fit illustration
in the lives of students at Wellesle\
.
We have heard many a member of that
glorious institution speak of two writ-
ten lessons and a final paper due on
the ne.xt day, with the same sort of
awe-struck pride as had the old Scotch-
woman when she said, " .4y, Pve seen
mair than most. It doena become me
to boast, but tho' I say it as sudna. I
hae buried a' my ain fouk I
"
Strange, how this form of Ameri-
canism has permeated every phase of
life in our little world ! We learn to
plan to a minute the shortest time in
which we can dress for meals or reach
the classroom ; we are too likely to
race up the chapel steps as the doors
are closing, until we can hardly marvel
at the recent remark of a Freshman.
" I prefer a little less piety and more
time .' "
Hut, before the year is over, she will
be as strenuous as the rest of us. The
hurry spirit is in the air we breathe,
and theorize as we may on the fallacy
of it, we are even writing our theories
at fever heat, and wondering if the
day's program is within the range of
human achievement 1
^^ L 1 K K
A Slam on Life
( /'roil! i> Sfiiior's staiid/^oiiit
)
I IV KS of Kieslimen seem to whisper
" Were you once as fresh as they?
While tile saucy Sophomore's amies
Read, " Kvery clog must li.ivt- liis day
" Jcillv Juniors 1 " — sad misnomer
\\ hen tile Muse her aid denies
And the midnight oil burns lower
Before dimmed and heavy eyes.
And lives of Seniors nft ix-miml us
That all life is one lung hime 1
Hut when the I,i;(.1!N1)A grinds us
( )iu' verv hones iruiu li on the stone I
\\/HAT did i()02 decide to do with
the Clip?
(iive it lip.
Why can the Barnswallow Society
never fail?
Because it has such a stable foun-
dation.
What is the difference between
I-"rances Warren and the Dean?
One often misses a lecture and the
other lectures a miss.




Application Card— To be Filled Out
When were you born?
Were you the brighest girl in yciur
class? Have you been treated for it?
How much will you contribute to the
Concert Fund?
Do you intend to run for President?
When were you engaged? Where?
Have you dear friends in Boston ?
Have you dear friends in Cambridge?
Do you own Hosea and Baby Stuart?
If twenty girls will give a dollar to
College Settlement, will vou?
If they will not, will you?
Have vou one of Christy's Graceful
(;olf Girls?
Will your mother c-ome to college with
you ?
How much will you contribute for
missionaries ?
Is a gym suit becoming to you ?
Have you decided what to do when
you leave college?
Can you play ping-pong?
Are you prepared for Strenuous Intel-
lectual Activity?
How much will you contribute towards
buying a steam launch for Longfellow
Pond?
I \ College Hall dining-room, at
dinner time:
Instructor (asking blessing)—
"Oh, Lord, grant that we may not
take this meal as a matter of course."
A Freshman Would Like to Know
IF Miss Hazard entertained the If the founder is buried under tlie
Seniors at Norumbega Park ? palms ?
Who is the tall, strapping athletic Who painted the beautiful spray of
girl that serves as the coxswain of her mignonette in College Hall centre?
crew ?
Had I le
I would give til ,logy
< ), it is excelleiu
I'u have a giant's streiigll
it is tyrannous
To use it like a giant.
i66 I. I I- 1 A I" w i: L L i;s I. K Y
II
T^IXKI.K, Tinkle, little hell,
I low I love to hear your Kiie
Silting lip in L. R. I.,
Then 1 know the lecture's done.
The ^ze of yonder Faculty
Ominously floats round me :
If she asks me, I can't tell.
Tinkle, tinkle, goes the hell !
MOW d<ilh the little Busy Sign
Keep off the passing bore.
And, while we cram next day to shine.
Guards well our study door 1
P KNV, nieeny, niinie, mo.
Catch the Cashier on the go
If you need some extra dough,
Eeny, meeny, minie, mo !
I F a Proctor roam the hallway
After ten o'clock.
If the Proctor thinks I'm noisy,
Xeed she stop and knock?
Ilka Student needs a Proctor,
I, the least of all,
Net all the Council frown at me.
When coming through the hall.
'
'P 1 S the last rows of chapel
(let filled every morn.
All the seats farther forward
.•\re empty, forlorn.
Few Seniors and Juniors
(let in ere the choir,
So they either go way ha( k
Or else ascend higlier.
I I I
UPS ANU DOWNS OF WEI. LESLEY




'ro TH K KIHI'dk OK I.IFK,-
* Madam: N'tnir pusillanimous tiing at iiic in the last
n\alignant edition of tlie I,E(;eni)A must he explained. It was
thoroughly characteristic of your vile sheet. The pernicious
prevarication of your journal which deals only with the igno.
minious externals of existence cannot he suitable to put in the
hands of a triisliuii pulilic. Ndu cavil at my size, and heap
opprobrium cm my initlk-i tual attainments. Unless you vindi-
cate yourself and exiilain the infamous cliarges of your scurri-
lous puhlicaiion, 1 will expose you in the eyes of all upon whom




Life enjoys this sort of ink-llinging as mu( h as anybody !
eyed!" It is a despicable slander. I am not tender-eyed—
there is a twinkle in my visual organs. If I had you at home I
wiiuld riddle you with bullets.
N'ours until then,
Lizzie (iSre Tiirtiey.
I.iz/.ie sent Like her picture, for further proof. See Kxhibi-
tion of Fair Women.
KnriDK III- Lite,—
Mann: I want to thank you for the womanly and thoroughly
honest remark you have made about me in your Le<;em)a. I
do try to be a nice, modest girl— but I am almost afraid you
have overestimated my mediocre qualities.
\'our spirited and vivacious criticism always adopts a fair and
impartial toiv which cannot fail to please any intelligent
reader. I am invariably delighted with the inimitable wisdom
and propriety of your discrimination.
Lovingly and affectionately yours,
I. OH Rudolph.
Dear Life : There is one little matter, perhaps of trifling
import to you, but far from insignificant to me, which 1 want to
bring to your notice. To a humorous skit or an editorial on
funny secular events, I do not object, but it seems to me it
would be flippant and frivolous to tw it a deserving female on
the color of her hair.
.Sincerely yours,
Emily Mills.
I'o The Euitok of Life,—
Dear Madam : 1 know there are lots of things on wliich vou
might grind me. and they might be awfully funnv, but thev
would do no good and would only make me furious.
Hoping you will consider my wishes in this matter.
Trustfully yoins,
/-'. Conovi'r.
We are far from desirous of hurling one of our liest-known
and popular subscribers, and trust our readers will agree that
she is not rendered ridiculous.
IsDi rou,
—
I want to publicly deny the liase allegation in your worthless
preceding publication. In the same you called me " tetider-
Tii The Kditok of Life,—
Dear Madam: I am not prone to criticism, realizing as all
must that life is full of frailties. However, the great body of
decent people are voiced when I express disapprobation of a
phase of your publication that has been emphasized with sick-
ening frequency. We, as members of a Comnionwealtli, believe
in fair play, and it is a truism that, year following year, your
journal has, with inevitable injustice, vilified the inherent quali-
ties of Freshmanhood. .Are you, or we, so lacking in patience
and the ethical and social virtues, that we should mistreat the
tender, trustful ones who are new to our community life, and, in
their newness, commit no other crime? Is it right, is it just,
maliciously to emphasize that youthfulness and inexperience
for which they are not lilameworthy, and which is, withal, so
eminently lovable a trait?
.Again, 1 fear your lofty moral tone, maintained in previous
editions of your publication, has suffered in general a deliberate
degeneration. I am not a pe.ssimist, nor am I misanthropical in
the matter— still, a sensitively constituted mind cannot fail to
be grieved that your important influence should be perniciously
exercised, and should not stand for the higher culture which is
identical with our finest idealism. .\ny influence not exerted
for the best becomes demoralizing. \'ou have n'ade light of
your responsibility.
Very sincerely yours,
Gerfrii ie C. Siho/>f>crl,\
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A Great Success
nrilE well-known rising young artist, Jessica Latlirop.
plays the leading role opposite to Loomis as leading
man in '• Trelawney of the Wells," one of the most
sympathetically English plays ever written. The play con-
tains a skilful blending of theatrical life and staid Eng-
lish home-life. The resulting complications and involved
plot afford splendid opportunity for the e.xhibition of
skilled acting. Miss Lathrop is fortunate in being sup-
ported by a fine cast. Friend does superior work with
the eyes in the part of the hero's father, tho' to the aunt
of the hero this seemed quite out of place. The lighter
parts of the play were well handled by the Misses Foster,
Lusk, Hegeman, Hunt and Conover and by the well-
known actors Stockwell, Ripley and Mc Kinney, who do
excellent individual work and cause one to experience
many blissful moments. The climax is reached when
Rose— driven by circumstance— cries. ' Poor mother, 1
hope she sees I "
" Trelawney of the Wells" is a clever piece, well acted.
Curtain goes up promptly at eight.
" Madam
DEBATING on the Chinese Question.
First speaker, addressing the chai
Chinaman "—
Ask Lucy Hegeman.
Is Faculty Legislation justifiable ?
Lots of us feel the same w'ay in English 15.
F. Warrkn — "Oh dear, I don't know what to say."
Out of the Fulness of the Heart the Mouth Speaketh.
Ethel Dixon (after long argument to prove tiiat
Senators should be elected by popular vote) — "There-
fore, Madame Chairman, I believe most heartily that we
should subsidize our Merchant Marine.''
Life's Confidential Guide to the Theatres
llayii.— " Monsieur Heaucaire." S. Ibble takes tlie leading
part, and al.so acts as his own manager. Dramatization supe-
rior to Mr. Tarkington's novel. A first-class production, frothy
.iiicl luiique, and well worth the exorbitant price for admission.
College Audiioriniii. — "Brother Against Brother"; or,
"The Conspicuous Trap-door." A lurid, thrilling and spec-
tacular melodrama ; keeps both actors and audience in a roar
of lau. liter.
U'ellesley Ofiera House. — "Adventures of Lady Ursula."
Miss I.athrop in the title-role interprets her part with spirit,
and attracts a full house every night. Not a play to which you
would bring your brothers.
The Junior Theatre. — "Trelawney of the Wells." See
above.
Koilcge h'titk's. — '" I'he Circus." Medley of music and
fun. Holbn)()l<, llic Wild Man, and Bass. 'the I'oHccman,
make striking hits eacli evening. Not a pood place to be in
case of fire.
Music Hall.— " Faculty Vaudevillians." An excruciatingly
funny burlesque. Its popidarity would warrant a longer run.
The manager is entreated to engage them again. Curtain rises
promptly ! Performance attended liy remarkable vim and dash.
" Les Precieuses Ridicules"
Theatre Fraiicais.^'Vhe (Sallic-speaking peoples may enjoy
the conversation, the plain Americans the costumes, and die
truly Siddonesque the fa<ial contortions and gestures. The
star being entirely supported by members of 1903, success is
assured. Chorus work well costumed but lacking in vigor.
I F you're waking call me e.trly,
' Call me early, clocky dear.
For tomorrow '11 be the sorriest day
Of all my Fre.shman year.
Of all my Freshman year, clocky.
The day when I most must dig ;
For I'm to be 'xamined in Trig, clocky,
I'm to lie 'xamined in Trig.
J. 1 V K " A I" W 1. I. I. i:S L K \ 6q
The Latest Books
VVu- rink Clwst and the (!r,y U',!/7
A I KA<.MI-Nr
"THIS charnuii.sj little voliimo wliidi
conies from the liaiul of dur well-
known impressionistic writer, Miss
Alice Baker, carries us at once to the
highest heights and deepest depths
that Romanticism has ever attained.
The color of Keats, the music of Sliel-
ley, the mysticism of the Holy (Irail.
thesnggestivenessof Maeterlinck. does
not the very title show us these ele-
ments of beauty unsurpassed ? And
in the contents, what style, uncopied
and uncopyable, what knowledge of
tlie human mind, what wealth of inner
meaning, so deeply hidden and so
cunningly that no one ever yet has
grasped it ! \\'hoever reads this frag-
ment finds himself wishing over and
over again that it was ended.
'T H 1 kKSa twinkle in your eye, Mr. D
' And we know the reason why, Mr. D,
We had tliought you'd " spring " a quiz,
So we've read all that there is,
.And it proves to he a fizz, Mr. D.I
tuciKis :
Fie upon your little trick, Mr. I).!
Kindly register our kick, Mr. D.I
Then don't try those sudden stunts,
When we haven't read for months.
We demand reform at once, Mr. D.'.
Lecknda IJoakd—We mustall hanj; together, orassiuedly we shall all hang.separately.
The Hour of Sighs
r\ N K more inifortunate While her eye constanilv
^-^ (lone to the board, .Seeks help in vain ;
Teacher importunate— Pity her instantly,
Now will be floored : Writhing in pain.
.She feels her way gingerly,
Speaks with great care ; Alas for the rarity
If nothing hinders, she Of CMiristian charity
Maybe will get there. For the perplexed !
Vou should be pitiful,
last to her stammering. You now so critical.
Halting and faltering. You mav be the next.
What Would Miss Burrell Say? At 1902's Commencement Exercises
EJOXE.S (working on .Seal)
—
lUNIOK (softly, as tlie graduating
• "Oh, I can't make this circle J class goes out)
—
'• \\'e]\,</n/iij/ lYe/is
straight ! " //is qitoqiic finciit
.
Comply with Official Hours Miss W. to the Board
BE sure to be sick between .S-8:^o /^H. that isn't funny, put it with
A.M., and i-^ I'.M. ^^ the jokes !
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' H l-.R K was n yuung l.idy named 1'
,
^ If you knew her you'd not tiy to lilutt
lier
:
She taught us to find
Out tlie powers of the mind.
And we never struck anything tougher !
Confessions of a Waste-basket
Or, The" Rejected Manuscript
June 2o, 'o2.
[Rejected from Valedictory Essay of
Veida (;. Freshett, a (Ireenville High
.Sch.<ol (;irl.]
" G R A U A T I M "
Diar Classiiinlcs : We have come
to the end of our career in Greenville
High School, and life with all its
grandeur and radiant promise is before
us! For some the path will be strewn
with flowers of success and honor, tor
others it will seem hard and stony ; but
whether in college, in the office, or in
the home, let us ever press bravely for-
ward, " step by step." Courage I then,
dear classmates; let us up and onward,
our inspiring watchword ever in view.
•'Gradatim." How
.August 20.
A/y dear Miss Pcndiilui/i : As 1
wrote you before, 1 was valedictorian
of my class in tireenville High School,
and do not understand why I sliouki
have to take an entrance e.xamination
in geometry. Hoping you will see the
absurdity of such a requirement
\'hi<L).\ (i. l"i; i.siii; I r. "od.
English I. .\.
Se])t. 2S, 'o2
I/;, ;v,/ /,//:. 1
t rude, diffuse and gushing,
kewrite, cutting out half llie .idjectives.
.M. K. I..
October 5
.1/r </f!!J- A/iss Frcsltctt : I'lease
come to me in oflice hours, as^posted.
\'ours,
C^^H U M.^TUKM.x Ti\.
{Ho„ie Lctt,r.\
My darling daitglitcr : N our f.ither
and 1 are delighted that you are get-
ting along so nicely. Uoii't injure
your eyes studying late at night, and
take some time for exercise. We are
sending you by expre-s a little box of
goodies, thinking you miglit like to




Dear Mama : My head aches most
all the time so that 1 can't study, and
I want to come home. 1 think I have
been using my eyes too mucli. Let
me hear at once. Vour noor
X'erda.
H'
K thought it was a furrv
.\-hanging in the air;
He looked again and saw it \
A maiden drying hair.
Good hick ! quoth he, it look
Like a ferocious bear !
WF.KI-: WKLLF.SI.KV s FAKl.V DAYS
l.lKIv Mils.'' EVlUiV HOMK SHOfLI) HAVI< (INE
I.IK K " A r W K I, L i; S I, K V 171
Aquarium for Specimens (Living)
List nv C<<\ 1 i:n 1 -
A
I
~ 2. [. I K K " A r W K I. L K S L 1 ; V
HMOl; rKc>MI-:\Alll': Al \VK I.I.KSll-V
\\! H EKF, are you going, my pretty maid? "
' ' I'm going to Wellesley, sir," she sr\id.
• May I go with you, my pretty maid?"
" Xot on vour Ufe — vou're a D/m/ .' " slie said
A rAVOKirn sophomoue fancy
LIFE" A r W EL L ES L E Y •73
'rfiK^^^^ .^.Vir^?'^''
(Ikandma Woum— " I'.iit I tell you 1 had jusi moved into tliat
innle and 1 Ai/ori' that Adam took the first hite."
il-; FKKSHMliN AKK NOT ALLOWED TO 1 A K F- AKl
TAYlO/i
^M) I SA f All. DAY Wl 111 MY I'l'liT OVUK
rni-: ikansom
IIY A KUCIiNT ACT OF TlIK TUrSiUF.S, UO<;s AHF.
sishf;nui-:u fkom colle<;e hai.i.
'-
I F K " A r \V K I. I. KS L K Y
m'ET— HOW DKY I AM.
ADVERI'ISKAIKNTS
'75
^^^^^^^ In Principle and Practice the





I T was a gay young Sophtmioie
Who spattered ink upon tlie flijor.
And if you don't expect her fate,
Then you must not ink-spatterate.
They made her scrub it white as snow
With water and Sapolio.
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for kind assistance rendered in tune of trouble
UNDERGRADUATES
Watch Bulletin Boards for
iJLNNO vJn V>(EMEN 1
C) K
OUR OR I GINAL DEPARTUREI
ONMORE LATER
A D V E R T I
S E M E N T S
;
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Tiffany & Co.


















Silver Ware and Plated Ware Factories
Forest Hill, Newark, N. J.
PARIS
Avenue de L'Opera 36 Bis
LONDON
221 and 221A Regent St., West
CHRONOLOGY
1837 Tiffany & Young, 259 Broadway, New York
1 841 Tiffany, Young & Ellis, 259-260 Broadway, New York
1847 Tiffany, Young Sf Ellis, 271 Broadway, New York
1850 Tiffany, Reed & Co., Paris, France
1853-4 Tiffany S' Co., 550 Broadway, New York
1861 Tiffany & Co., 550-552 Broadway New York
1868-1903 Tiffany & Co., Paris, France
1868-1903 Tiffany &f Co., London, England
!8'T0-I903 Tiffany C£f Co., Union Square, New ^'(>rk
M 1322 OCT 18 02
1^ H E L E G E N D A
HALL & HANCOCK
Women's Hatters and Furriers
Boston Agents foi' Knox Hats
Furs Repaired and Altered 407 Washington Street, Boston
Fine China and Glass
The undersigned invite attention to their exhibit in this line which includes the best productions of the Potter's and Glass-maker's
Art, and gleaned by visits every season bv our buyers to the best makers in Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria and America.
Visitors will find Students' Requisites, such as
Lamps, Toilet Sets, Cuspidors, V^ases, Wedgwood Souvenir Plates and Pitchers (Boston views). Harvard Seals on Travs, Umbrel-
las and Cane Holders, Rich Cut Glass Pieces, Plant Pots, Punch -Bowls, as well as a large display of choice Bric-a-Brac for
Wedding Gifts, in Art Pottery Rooms. ^Lamp Department, Gallery Floor.
Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.
Wholesale and Retail. We Occupy j 20 Franklin Corner Federal Midway Between General Postoffice
Seven Floors ' and New South Station
PETER THOMSON: Merchant Tailor
Young Ladies' Tailor Dresses a Specialty
New York : 14, 16 West 33d St.
Philadelphia: i i i 8 Walnut St.
The Fisk Teachers' Agencies
Boston, Massachusetts, 4 Ashbtirton Place
New York, 156 Fifth Avenue Minneapolis, 414 Century Building Portland, Ore., 80 Third Street
Washington, D. C, 1505 Penn. Ave. Denver, Col., 533 Cooper Building San Francisco, Cal., 420 Parrott Bldg.
Chicago, 203 Michigan Boulevard Si-okane, Wash., 622 Hyde Block Los Angeles, Cal., 525 Stimson Block
Registration Forms sent to 'Teachers on Application
ADVERTISEMENTS
KONTOFF : Ladies' Tailor
Tailor-made Costumes for Street \\ ear, Calling and Golf. Also Jackets
and Ulsters. Riding Habits a specialty. Workmanship
and lit guaranteed. Reasonable prices.
43 7 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.
M . J . C O N A N T W . S . V I N C E N T
M. J. CoNANT & Company
Commission Dealers in
Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Beans
2 1 and 22 So. Market St. 27 Chatham St.
Boston, Massachusetts
U The JVinning of IValk-over-the-watef
THE abov^e is the title of a prize Indian story written by a Wellesley
girl. The first i\merican edition, published in July, 1902, has
already reached ONE MILLION COPIES, and a special edition
in the German language, also editions for other English-speaking countries,
are now being prepared.
If you would like to have a copy of this story to read and pass along we
will take pleasure in sending it without expense to you.
Address, THE WALK-OVER: A. H. Howe df Sons
170 Tremont Street, Corner of Mason: Boston, Massachusetts
6
ADVERTISEMENTS
C. F. HOVEY & COMPANY
I///po?'tc?'s^ "Johhers a?id Rctaile?^s of
DRY GOODS
BOSTON : 3 3 Summer Street and 42 Avon Street
PARIS : No. 7 Rue Scribe
Do you want to buy broadcloth and silk r
Or maybe it's velvet and lace ?
Then Hovey's in Town you certainly know-
Without anv doubt's the best place.
SHATTUCK & JONES, Established 1850
OCEAN, LAKE AND RIVER FISH
Fresh Salmon and Frout Specialties
No. 128 Faneuil Hall Market : : BOSTON, MASS,
TELEPHONE 775 RICHMOND
8




H. B. THAYER &> CO.
144 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
SHREVE, CRUMP <^ LOW CO.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
147 Tremont Street - BOSTON
Makers of thf
WELLESLEY SEAL FINS
Fine Stationery. College Printing ot Every Descrip-
tion. Umbrellas, Parasols, Leather Goods, Etc.




21 - 23 - 25 P^aneuil Hall Market
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
CUNARD LINE
Boston to Liverpool via ^eeiisto'wn
UThe Magnificent, New, Twin-Sciew Passenger Steamships,
Saxonia and Ivernia, six hundred feet long. Fast, remarkably
steady. Spacious promenades. Passage about seven davs. All
first and second saloon rooms located upper decks amidships.









•; Early reservations recommended. ROUND TRIP DIS-
COUNTS. THIRD CLASS, LOW RATES. Ivernia and
Saxonia fitted with Marconi's System ot" Wireless Telegraphy.
^1 Low Rates Second Saloon. Send for
Rate Sheet and Sailing List.
ALEXANDER MARTEN, ^^^«/







242 Sixth Avenue, Near
Sixteenth Street
NEW YORK CITY





47-49 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
Eighty Tears a China Store
Mid-Years
Oh ! Mid-year's dread is coming.
Oppressive grows the air ;
Piles of blue-books stand in corners.
Busy signs are everywhere.
Now we doff our gav, bright laughter
And we don a worried smile.
And for days and days together.
Keep a-grinding all the while.
Walnut Hill School
FOR GIRLS : : Natick, Mass.
Two miles from Wellesley
Golf, Tennis, Basketball
% Certificate Admits to
THE Leading Colleges
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Miss Conant and Miss Bigelovv
PRINCIPALS
BOOKS
in All Departments of Literature. The
new books as soon as issued. Standard
authors. Gift books. Cheap editions.
Second-hand books. Everything at low-
est prices. Get one of our new catalogs.
DeWOLFE, FISKE £3' CO.






Dealer in TEA, COEEEE, CONEEC-
TIONERY, FANCY CRACKERS
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE
FLOUR, HAY c5 GRAIN
Estahlished in rS/j
Wellesley, Massachusetts















(for fourteen years driver of
the College Coach) may be
found at the station on the
arrival of all trains. Alum-
nit carried at same rates as
undergraduates. Boston &
Albany trip tickets to Bos-
ton, twenty cents. Order
box at the north door of












^Particular Attention Given to
COLLEGE WORK
WELLESLEY HILLS, MASS.
I 2 r H K L E G E N D A
Recommended by Supervisors ok Drawing
ne IF. H, &f Co.
lOerior Water ColorsSup
in Boxes, Pans, Half-pans and Tubes
for School Use
Manufactured only by
Wadsworth, Howland &: Co.
Incokpokated
Artists' Materials, Draught-
men's Supplies, Etc., Etc.
82, 84 Washington St. , 216, 218 Clarendon St.
Boston, Mass. Factories, Maiden, Mass.
M. Sullivan &' Company
Costumn-5
732 Washington Street, Boston
WE have the largest and most complete lineof costumes that can be found in this state
or elsewhere, consisting of Historical and
Fancv Dress for Masquerade, Private Theatricals,
Operas, Recitations, Tableaux, Fairy Tales, Parties
and Minstrel Shows. Also supply competent men
for making up. Our long and extensive experience
places us in a position to confidently assert that we
can be safely relied on, and every order placed with
us will be carried out with the most careful minute-
ness of detail and accuracy. It will always be our
ambition to excell in our w^ork, and give the best
service at reasonable prices. Costumes designed and
made to order.
, ^ritf foi Cstimatfs . . .
James McCutcheon
£^ Company
C Ifnporters and Retailers of
Fine Housekeeping Linens
Blankets, Ouilts, Comfortables, Etc. Art Linens
and Linen Fabrics of every kind, Washable Dress
Fabrics, Scotch and French Flannel, Made-up Flan-
nel and Silk Waists. Also Pure Linen Handker-
chiefs for men, women and children.
''THE LINEN STORE "
Estahlishcd in /8jJ : : 14th to 23rd StreetNEW YORK CITY
The Forsythe Waist
$500
New Flannel Waists, tailor-made, solid
colors, in all the leading shades ; also
white and black. The most SU IT-
ABLE, the most COMFORTABLE,
the most SERVTCEABLE WALST
for street wear, school, traveling, golf,
tennis, etc. Alisolutely the best waist








865 Broadway, New York
ADVERTISEMENTS 13
GUSTAVUS j. ESSELEN
Siiccasor to MRS. j. C. WHITE
Artists' Materials, School Supplies,
Pviograpliic Outrirs, I'lat'iuini I'oints and Materials tor Wood
Burning. Water Color P'rames, Fancy Boxes, Etc., to Deco-
rate. Passepartout Materials. Souvenir Mailing Cards & Albums.
Christmas, Easterand Birthday Cards, V'aleiiiincs, Calendais, Etc.
I 9 Bromlield Street, Boston, Mass.
WEBER'S










Costumes for Private Theatricals, Operas
Masquerades, Costume Parties, Minstrel and
Spectacular Entertainments, Etc. ' Tele-
phone and Mail Orders carefully attended to.
TELEPHONE, OXFORD 145
I- BOYLSTON PLACE: BOSTON, MASS.
E. J. LELAND
26 Grove Street, Natick, Mass.
Caterer
for Parties and Receptions : : Fancy Cooking to
Order at Short notice, ice Cream, Frozen




Binds any kind of a book
in any sf<le you ivis/j and
at reasonable rates
Harvard Square - Cambridge, Mass.
H. GENASKE
LJDIES' 'I'AILOR
214 Boylston Street - Boston
Telephone 1065-2 Back Bav
LADIES !




can always be found at
THE BOUQUET, 134 Tremont St.
1 We make a specialty of Mourning Goods. Orders taken at
residence. Liberal Discount to College Students.
Tickets All Theatres
HERRICK
PHONE 608 AND gso
BACK BAT
Copley Square : : Boston





p. LAWRKNCK G. A. MANN A. A. ThPLAY
H. L. LAWRENCE COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
POULTRY AND WILD GAME
Hotels, Steamships, Restaurants and Family Trade a specialtv
Stalls 46 and -/tV, Faneuil Hall Market
BOSTON, MASS.
Connected i>v telephone Established in 1844
Meyer, Jonasson SS Co.
CLOAK HOUSE
Boylston and Tremont Streets
Masonic 1^ em pie
BOSTON
/a
NEW YORK, Broadway and Twelfth Street PITTSBURG, Sixth and Liberty Streets
A D V E R I' 1 S E AI E N T S 15
The Largest Fin^ Store in Boston
EDW. KAKAS & SONS
No. 162 Tremont Street
Next to Keith's Theatre
Special Discount to Students
PAUL E. WIRT: Fountain Pens
''PREFERRED STOCK''
Brand of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Canned
Goods and Fancy Groceries
The Highest Grade of Goods Packed
MARTIN L. HALL ^ COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.
lb THE LEGEND A
BOSTON & ALBANY











T/ie Most Thoroughly Rquipped System
of Railroads i?i the World. The luxury
and attendance of the most palatial
home cannot surpass the elegance and
superb service furnished the tourist in
riie PULLMAN SLEEPERS
and PARLOR CARS and the
Finest Eqjjipped DINING
CARS FROM BOSTON
To New York, four trains daily; Buffalo,
eight trains daily; Cleveland, six trains
dailv ; Toledo, four trains daily; Detroit,
four trains daily ; Columbus, three trains
daily ; Chicago, five trains daily ; Cincin-
nati, three trains daily ; Saint Louis, three
trains dailv; The Adirondack Mountains.
two trains dailv. :::::::::
ADVERTISEMENTS
SturtCA^ant and Halev Beef
and Supply CompanyJ
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IX
BEEF, PORK, LARD a?id
HAMS, Smoked and Dried
Beet ; Smoked, Corned and
Salt-petred Tongues, Tripe
Sausage, Etc. : : : : :
8 and 40 Faneuil Hall Market BOSTON', MASS.
XEW YORK 5c BOSTON Board at Beautiful







tion, ivith Beautiful Colored Effects
tor Commencements, Tableaux, Vivants, Lawn
Panics, Serenades, River Excur-
sions, Indoor and Out-
door Show-s
Etc.
Wellesley students may obtain good board 2nd r'.:f.isant rooms
from March to Xovember in a cottage delithtriiliv located 00
the seashore. Fine views from everv- window. Furruce heat
ini rariirooms. ^ Sole possession given to large parties during
; other vacations. Address
\^^. VIRGINIA F. BRYANT
H A N T M A S S A C H C S E T T S





Oh ^ ^.^ .. . . . is you see.
For Uiey were sore atraid !
Once a class in Freshman year
Won a silver cup.
They were haunted by the fear










ET us assume that your
shoes fit vou. Now what
next? What is most im-
portant? Unquestiona-
bly Style! Demand that
a shoe shall possess style.
It it has style and little
else, you want it ; if it
has not style but every-
thing else, you don't want
it! The "Style of a Dorothy Dodd "
is unique. It cannot be duplicated by
any other factory, because the " Doro-
thy Dodd" is a totally different con-
struction from any other woman's shoe
made. It holds the foot firmly at the
waist (that's the instep), prevents the
toes trom slipping forward, and thus
gives a correct poise in walking. Yet
it makes the foot look nearly a whole
size smaller. That's curious, and you
won't believe it till you see it. Just for once




A Booklet on " style ", with illustrations of Dorothy
Dodd Shoes that cost $^.oo a pair, (a few special
styles *g3.5o) will be sent upon receipt of request
addre sed to
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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MISS WHITE CORDIALLY




ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE TREMONT
STREET ROOM THIRTY-TWO BOSTON MASS.
George Solov: Ladies' Tailor
164A TREMONT STREET
Ladies' Tailor-Made and Dressy Suits,
Coats, Habits, Storm Suits and all
kinds of outside garments.
CASSIUSM.












CLASS RATES TO AXY
OF THE GRADU-
ATIXG CLASS
.A o?'t/j Ave. Next Chu?'ch




Orders tor Ice Creams




MISS M. E. CAMPBELL
Grove Street, "VVellesley
JOHX A. MORGAN' 5c CO.
Druggists
Fountain Pens. College Stationery.
Full line ot Eastman Kodaks and
Camera Supplies.
Complete assortment ot High-grade
Candies, Huvler's and Baker's quality.
Hudnut's, Colgate's, and R. if G.
Perfumes and Toilet Articles.
Shattuck Buildings U^eliesley
Latest Styles in
Dunlap ^ Go's Gelebrated
Xew York Hats
if
Also the "Jackson Special"
Ladies' Walking Hats
Furs in all the Latest Shapes




126 Tremont St. Opp. Park S:. Church
W. H. HoLLOWAV, Proprietor
A GiftI
Ot so great value to the one who rccc:\ c>
it as to make it an article ot daily
and almost hourly use, is what
thousands are looking tor.
Thousands will find it in
WATERMAN'S IDEAL
EOUXTAIX PEX
The penect writing instrument.
Made in a great variety ot" beauti-
ful stvles vvidi pen points to suit every
taste. At your statianer's or jczceUr^s
L. E. \V A T E R M A X C O.
1
" ; Broadway: New York
22 r H E L E (} E N D A
Depository of the Intercollegiate
Bureau of Academic Costume
chartered
ig02
THE GRAND, OLD SENIORS
WEAR CAPS (if GOWNS
FROM
COTRELL & LEONARD, Albany, N.Y.
FOR TEN TEARS MAKERS OF CAPS, GOIVNS & HOODS





A D V E R'l' I S E M EN TS
24 'I^ H K F. E G E N D A
Cljr JF. ^. 33a00rttr Compauj)
Printer^ & Publisher^
PRODUCING THE CHOI
CEST GRADE OF WORK
WHERE ORIGINALITY IN ARRANGE
MENT AND SKILL IN EXECUTION ARE
REQUIRED, PARTICULARLY 1LLU5TRAT
ED BOOKS & MACHINERY CATALOGS
CDONE A LITTLE BETTER THIS YEAR
THAN LAST
**tEl)f fuU is to biiilD inrll"
JUST AS TRUE TODAY AS IN SIXTEEN HUNDRED
AND FIFTY-ONE
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The EasternTeachers'Agency
IS FILLING GOOD POSITIONS IN ALL GRADES THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND
WE ARE CONSTANT




WHEN IN TOWN, CALL AT OUR
OFFICE, 50 BLOOMFIELD STREET
OR WRITE FOR PARTICULAR/
Jj'^^^ N order to meet the increased demand,
as the number of students seeking
higher education is on the increase,
the prominent educators of the coun-
try, who are introducing the broader
training in the lower grades, are demanding the
COLLEGE -TRAINED women as directors in the de-
partmental work.
Send for circulars and put your name on the list
before Commencement, that we may begin to
work for you early in the season. We will pay
special attention to your wishes, and will give
you every opportunity for securing a good posi-
tion. The Agency at the present time is the best
and surest method of securing early appointments
and advancement. ^^^ Be sure that you join the
right agency.
EASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
FIFTY BLOOMFIELD STREET, BOSTON, MASS
MISS E. F. FOSTER, Manager Established in I690
26 T H K i. E G E N D A
G. L. ABELL^ Photographer
STUDIOS: WELLESLEY AND NEEDHAM, MASS.
Framing, Passepartouts, Glass for Frames
duplicates of many photo
graphs in this book may
be: obtained at
our studio




HE laist leaf o' Lecenda 's aboot tae be turned,
Oor bit buke wull be pit by ere lang.
And oot frae oor fosterin' mither's kind airms,
Tae the warld's greater schule we maun gang.
Alma Mater hes aye been a kindly auld nurse,
We a' luve her, a' ken, richt weel,
—
zAn' noo we maun pairt, there's an ache at our breist
As she bids her bairns " haud themsel's leal."
O the vears may be monv, the years mav be lang.
An' freightit wi' woe or weal;
But gin there be sunlicht or cloods on oor wy,
Tae Welleslev we'll " haud oorsel's leal."






